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Resumen 
Titulo: Spectrogram Evaluation of Seismic Risk in Managua, 
Nicaragua 
Autor: Jonas Hedberg 
Supervisor: Peter Ulriksen, Department of Engineering Geology, 
Lund University. 
 
Co-supervisor: Rainer Manolo Parrales Espinoza, Centro de 
Investigaciones Geoscientificas, Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de Nicaragua. 
Descripción del problema: Managua ha sido expuesto a dos grandes terremotos 
durante el siglo pasado, lo qual ha resultado en grandes 
pérdida humanas. La destrucción fue particularmente 
grande en zonas definidas de la ciudad, incluyendo su 
antiguo centro. Este fenómeno puede ser relacionado con 
amplificación en los depositos superficiales causada por 
cambios en impedancia y efectos de resonancia. 
Objetivos: El objetivo es de probar un metodo de evaluar resonancia 
y atenuación de los depositos superficiales utilizando la 
representación en espectrogramas de la respuesta al 
impacto. Sería un método rápido para identificar sitios 
sensitivos ante eventos sismicos, para despues hacer 
investigaciones de las propiedades dinámicas del suelo 
con otros métodos. 
Metodología: El método utiliza la respuesta del suelo a impactos 
producidos por vehiculos pesados. Es logrado colocando 
un obstaculo sobre el pavimiento que hace los vehículos 
impactar verticalmente el suelo. La respuesta del terreno 
al impacto es grabada y representado en un 
espectrograma, que muestra el attenuación en cada 
frequencia. 
 Las grabaciones de la respuesta del suelo fueron 
realizadas en 128 puntos a lo largo de carretera norte y 
sur de la Pan-Americana, cruzando la ciudad en el 
terreno bajo cerca del Lago Xolotlán, donde los 
sedimentos más espesos son previstos. El area incluye el 
antiguo centro de Managua. 
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 Como método de evaluación el análisis de amenaza 
frecuencia-tiempo “time-frequency hazard analysis” es 
desarollado para el estudio. Hace la convolución de la 
espectrograma en cada instante con un espectro típico de 
terremoto y un espectro de respuesta de casa para obtener 
una estimación del riesgo local ante los sismos. 
Conclusiones: En general frequencias de resonancia no son presentes en 
los espectrogramas. Solo cinco sitios muestran una 
frequencia  prevalente. 
 La característica transiente de los señales grabadas puede 
resultar en picos menos distinctos al respecto de aquellos 
obtenidos con un análisis de microtremores, dado que la 
resolución en frequencia mejora con ventanas más largas 
en el tiempo. Resonancias débiles entonces pueden ser 
dificiles de interpretar, pero resonancias que amplifica 
considerablemente amplitudes de oscillación aparecen, 
dado que el impacto del vehiculo contiene frequencias 
suficientemente bajas para excitar la frequencia de 
resonancia fundamental de los depósitos superficiales. 
 El “time-frequency hazard analysis” da una medida 
integral de la resonancia y atenuación sin precisar una 
interpretación subjetiva. 
 La interpretación de espectrogramas y los resultados del 
análisis de amenaza frecuencia-tiempo “time-frequency 
hazard analysis” muestran que los depósitos superficiales 
en general son bastante competentes para no producir 
amplificaciones debidas a resonancia, con la excepción 
de zonas muy locales y el area del antiguo centro de 
ciudad. 
Palabras claves: Terremotos, Managua, Nicaragua, Respuesta de sitio, 
Espectrograma, Riesgo local, Vulnerabilidad, Tectonica, 
Fallas, Resonancia, Atenuación, Amortiguamento, 
Impedancia, Nakamura, Propriedades dínamicas, 
Depositos superficiales, Sedimentos, Suelo, Geofísica, 
Analisis espectral, Desastres naturales, CIGEO, UNAN,  
ASDI, MFS, Geología. 
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Abstract 
 
Title: Spectrogram Evaluation of Seismic Risk in Managua, 
Nicaragua 
 
Author: Jonas Hedberg 
 
Supervisor: Peter Ulriksen, Department of Engineering Geology, Lund 
University. 
 
Co-supervisor: Rainer Manolo Parrales Espinoza, Centro de Investigaciones 
Geoscientificas, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Nicaragua. 
 
Problem description: Managua has experienced two devastating earthquakes 
during the last century resulting in major human loss. The 
destruction in the earthquake of 1972 was particularly severe 
in defined areas of the city, including the former city centre, 
which is now unused terrain. This may have been because of 
amplification in those areas due to impedance contrasts and 
resonance effects in the surface layers. 
 
Objective: The aim is to test a method of evaluating resonance and 
attenuation in the surface layers by imaging the traffic 
impulse response in a spectrogram. This would be a fast 
method of identifying earthquake-sensitive sites for more 
thorough investigation of the dynamic properties with other 
methods. 
 
Methodology: The traffic impulse response method uses heavy vehicles as a 
seismic source. This is done by placing an obstacle over the 
road which causes the vehicles to vertically impact the 
ground. The ground response to that impact is then recorded 
and represented in a spectrogram image, where the 
attenuation with time on each frequency can be seen. 
 Measurements are carried out at 128 sites along the Pan-
American Highway crossing the city in the low area close to 
Lake Xolotlán where the sediments can be expected to be the 
thickest. These include the area where the former city centre 
was located. 
 The time-frequency hazard analysis is developed as an 
evaluation method for this study. It convolves the 
spectrogram at each time instant with a typical earthquake 
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spectrum and a building response spectrum in order to obtain 
an estimate of the local seismic risk. 
 
Conclusions: In the measurements resonances are generally not seen in the 
spectrograms. Only five sites exhibit clear prevailing 
frequencies. 
 The transient nature of the impulse response may provide 
resonance peaks less distinct than in microtremor analysis, as 
the frequency resolution improves with a longer time 
window. Weak resonances may thus be hard to interpret from 
the spectrogram but resonances that can considerably amplify 
earthquake motion will show, as long as the vehicle impact 
contains power at sufficiently low frequencies to not miss the 
surface layer resonance peak. 
The time-frequency hazard analysis gives an integrate 
measure of resonance and attenuation without having to rely 
on subjective interpretation. 
The spectrogram interpretation and the time-frequency hazard 
analysis show that the surface layers along the Pan-American 
Highway are generally competent enough not to give rise to 
any resonance amplification, with the exception of very 
localized zones and in the area of the city centre. 
 
Keywords: Earthquakes, Managua, Nicaragua, Site response, Traffic 
impulse response, Spectrogram, Time-frequenzy hazard 
analysis, Local risk, Vulnerability, Earthquake-sensitivity, 
Short-term Fourier transform, Tectonics, Faults, Elastic 
rebound, Resonance, Attenuation, Damping, Impedance, 
Nakamura, Dynamic properties, Surface layers, Sediment, 
Soil, Geophysics, In-situ testing, Frequency analysis, Natural 
disasters, CIGEO, UNAN, SIDA, ASDI, MFS, Geology. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Managua, the capital of Nicaragua, lies in a seismically active part of the country. Its 
population has experienced two catastrophic earthquakes in the past century with 
major human loss as a consequence. These occurred in 1931 and 1972. 
The Earthquake of 1972 caused the destruction of the old city centre of Managua and 
the loss of approximately 10000 human lives (Incer Barquero et al., 2000). The major 
destruction occurred in defined areas of the city, which may indicate that the 
thickness of surface layers played an important role in the resulting surface movement 
and rendered some parts of the city more vulnerable than others. This led to a 
prohibition of construction in the most damaged areas of the city centre which still is 
in effect. 
 
Figure 1.1 A collapsed five-story building in the 1972 earthquake. 
Managua is a growing city and in need of the areas now deemed unfit for 
construction. If the earthquake vulnerable areas are mapped out and the dynamic 
properties of their surface layers investigated, earthquake-safe buildings could be 
constructed on the now unexploited grounds. 
1.2 Objectives 
This work is aimed at testing the Spectrogram Evaluation Technique as a method of 
fast identification of earthquake-sensitive sites. This operation would be a first step in 
a strategy to evaluate Seismic Risk in Managua. After that more thorough 
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investigations to evaluate the soil’s dynamic properties at the vulnerable sites can be 
undertaken. 
A vulnerable site can be the result of various properties in the soil strata. For one the 
passage of the earthquake shockwaves from hard bedrock to softer surface materials 
will cause a growth in vibration amplitude. In addition to that the surface layers may 
enter into resonance. This can occur if the combined layers have a resonance 
frequency within the frequency domain of the earthquake, and in addition a 
sufficiently low attenuation to permit a build-up of energy in the resonance mode 
during the duration of the earthquake. Therefore the resonance modes and the 
attenuation are of special interest in the identification of vulnerable sites. 
A microzonation study using the Nakamura technique has already been carried out in 
the central parts of Managua by Stål and Westberg (Stål and Westberg, 1996). The 
Nakamura technique is ideal for use in urban areas as it uses microtremors as seismic 
source and thus benefits from the background noise that presents an obstacle to most 
other seismic surveys.  It gives the fundamental resonance frequency and the shear 
wave transfer function of the sedimentary layers. 
It is not possible, however, to determine the soil attenuation with Nakamura’s 
technique. 
Use of the Spectrogram Evaluation Method could provide all the resonance modes 
(not only the fundamental), and an estimate of the soil attenuation. 
The spectrogram evaluation technique uses heavy traffic as seismic source and is thus 
quick to use, although the necessity of proximity to major routes means a certain 
limitation. In Managua the passage of the Pan-American Highway through the city in 
a right-angle to the faulting direction provides us with an ideal seismic source along 
which the measurements can be made. It crosses the area of Managua bordering to 
Lake Xonotlán where the former city centre lay before the earthquake of -72. 
In the field study measurements of both microtremors and active traffic sources have 
been made to enable the use of both the Nakamura and the Spectrogram Evaluation 
Technique, but the analysis with Nakamura’s technique is outside the scope of this 
masters’ thesis. 
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Figure 1.2 Map of Nicaragua (CIA, 1997). 
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2 Tectonics 
2.1 Moving plates 
It is today known that the Earth’s lithosphere is divided into several tectonic plates 
that move relative to one another (Figure 2.2). Although the mechanism behind this 
motion cannot be seen, it is believed to be caused by convection in the semi-solid 
Mantle of the earth (Figure 2.1). In this chapter information is taken from the U.S. 
Geological Survey (Kious and Tilling). 
2.1.1 The mechanism of plate drift 
The traces that can be seen on the earth’s surface of this supposed convection process 
are the mid-ocean ridges and oceanic trenches. The ridges are formed by magma 
pushing up from the mantle and causing spreading of the sea-floor, a divergent 
boundary. The best known 
divergent boundary is the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge that 
spreads the Atlantic sea-floor 
at a relative rate of 2.5 cm 
per year. 
The spreading of the sea-
floor implicates the collision 
of plates along other, 
convergent, boundaries. If an 
oceanic plate encounters a 
continental plate, the 
continental plate will force 
down the heavier oceanic 
plate into the Mantle. This 
will cause the most profound 
depths of the ocean, the 
trenches. Below a depth of 
about 700 km, the descending plate begins to soften and lose its form because of the 
increasing heat. The material sinks closer to the earth’s core where it gets reheated 
and lighter and starts to rise again, completing the convection cell. 
Figure 2.1 Convection cell in Mantle (USGS) 
A convection cell needs a source of heat to be initiated and kept alive. The heat comes 
from two sources: radioactive decay of elements in the earth’s core and residual heat 
left from the collapse and compression of material at the birth of the planet. 
Until the 1990s the sea-floor spreading prevailed as the chief motive force behind the 
continental drift. Today the subduction in the convergent zones is considered a bigger 
motive force. The sinking subdued slab pulls the rest of the plate with it in its fall 
through the Mantle. 
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The interaction between plates is the main cause of earthquakes. Even if the relative 
velocity between plates is only a few centimetres per year the mass of the motion 
builds up an enormous potential energy, which is released when the local shear 
strength of the material is exceeded. There are four basic ways in which two plates 
can interact along a boundary to build up stresses in the Earth’s crust. These are 
called divergent boundaries, collision boundaries, subduction boundaries and 
transform boundaries. 
Figure 2.2 Tectonic plates of the world (Kious and Tilling). 
2.1.2 Divergent boundaries 
In the divergent boundaries magma is pushing up from the mantle and creates new 
crust material. In this process the plates are pushed apart and a spreading ridge is 
formed. The Mid-Atlantic ridge is a submerged spreading ridge that stretches from 
the Arctic region to beyond the southern tip of Africa. Most spreading ridges occur in 
the oceans, but the Great Rift Valley is an example of a continental spreading centre. 
It stretches from Lebanon, through Eastern Africa and all the way to Mocambique. 
2.1.3 Collision boundaries 
When two continental plates collide head-on (Figure 2.3) neither is subdued, because 
both are relatively light and resist downward motion. Instead they tend to buckle and 
push each other upwards or sideways. One will usually override the other and 
crumple up to create a mountain range, like in the case of Himalaya. 
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2.1.4 Subduction boundaries 
A plate subduction occurs either when an 
oceanic plate collides with a continental plate, 
or when two oceanic plates collide (Figure 
2.3). 
In the first case the heavier oceanic plate will 
be forced down under the thicker but lighter 
continental plate. The continental plate 
crumples up under the stress to form a coastal 
mountain range. Normally there is volcanic 
activity in connection with the subduction 
zone, but if the source of the magma is the 
melting of the subdued slab or the continental 
slab, or both, is still not known.  
If two oceanic plates collide one will be forced 
down under the other to form a trench. Like in 
the case of oceanic-continental convergence 
volcanoes form parallel to the trench. After 
millions of years piling up volcanic debris on 
the sea-floor they can form Island arcs, like 
the Marianas and the Aleutian Islands. 
2.1.5 Transform boundaries 
Two plates sliding past one another form 
transform boundaries. Normally they occur on 
the ocean floor, where they offset the 
spreading ridges and create the zig-zag pattern 
seen in for example the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
Figure 2.3 Convergent boundaries. 
Two Continental plates moving 
together form a Collision 
boundary. An oceanic and a 
continental plate, or two oceanic 
plates,  moving together form a 
subduction boundary (Kious and 
Tilling). 
But the San Andreas Fault in California is an 
example of a transform boundary that crosses 
land. It connects the East Pacific Rise, a 
spreading ridge to the south, with the South 
Gorda-Juan de Fuca-Explorer Ridge to the 
north (Figure 2.4). 
Along it the Pacific Plate has been grinding 
past the North American Plate for 10 million 
years at a rate of 5 cm per year. 
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2.2 Fault kinematics 
Figure 2.4 The San Andreas Fault 
and some ocean floor transform 
faults (Kious and Tilling). 
In the boundaries between tectonic plates 
great stresses build up. The part of the 
tectonic plate close to the boundary deforms 
under the stress and fractures. This gives rise 
to heavy faulting close to plate boundaries. 
Like with plate boundaries the faces of the 
fault build up stress under the deformation 
until their shear strength is reached and they 
rupture. This is explained in the Elastic 
Rebound Theory. 
2.2.1 Elastic rebound 
When shear deformation occurs in the crust, 
elastic strain energy will build up in the rock. 
This build-up will go on until the shear 
strength in the rock is reached along the 
weakest plane. The weakest plane will 
usually be along a pre-existent fault. The 
rock faces of a fault are usually rough and 
enable enormous stresses to build up before 
slipping. 
In Figure 2.5 the process of stress build-up and rupture in a strike-slip fault is shown. 
The fence crossing the fault shows the deformation in the ground. 
Initially the ground is not deformed and the fence goes in a straight line over the fault. 
Then tectonical movement causes shear forces in the ground, but the interlock friction 
between the fault faces resist slip. The ground deforms and builds up elastic strain 
energy. 
When the friction cannot resist anymore the fault slips and the ground ruptures. The 
edges of the fault try to catch up with the middle as they release their potential 
energy, but don’t quite make it due to fault drag. The fence remains slightly curved. 
Figure 2.5 Elastic Rebound in a strike-slip fault (Mahin).
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It follows that if the rock strength, fault length and slip rate are known, it is possible 
to calculate the time it will take to build up enough strain energy to cause an 
earthquake, and its probable magnitude. 
When rupture occurs and the stress drops in one fault, other faults in the same system 
will have to carry its load. Frequently other faults will then rupture as a consequence 
of the first, a fault swarm is released. If other faults in the system do not rupture their 
next slip will in any case be rescheduled to an earlier date due to the added shear load 
they have received. 
2.2.2 Fault geometry 
There are three ways in which two blocks can move relative to one another in a fault 
(Figure 2.6). 
Figure 2.6 Normal faulting,  reverse faulting and strike-slip faulting (Rey, 2003). 
Normal faults and reverse faults are both dip-slip faults which implicates a dipped 
fault plane with a vertical relative movement between the blocks. 
In a normal fault the two blocks move away from one other and the hanging wall is 
sinking relative to the footwall. In a reverse fault the two blocks are pushed together 
and the hanging wall rises above the footwall. 
A strike-slip fault has no dip and the walls move only horizontally relative to one 
another. It is dextral if the motion is clockwise and sinistral if the motion is counter-
clockwise. 
These fault types rarely occur in their pure forms. Usually a fault has a combined dip-
slip and strike-slip motion. 
2.3 Regional tectonic setting 
Nicaragua occupies a segment of the Central American land strip connecting North 
America to South America, thus having both a Caribbean and a Pacific Coastline. It 
lies on the so called Ring of Fire (Figure 2.7) encircling the Pacific Ocean, with a 
high rate of seismic and volcanic activity. 
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About 120 km off the Pacific coast 
runs the Middle American trench, 
marking the border between the Cocos 
and the Caribbean tectonic plate 
(Figure 2.2). The two plates are 
converging at a relative velocity of 
about 8 cm/year. In the collision the 
Cocos Plate is subdued by the 
Caribbean plate and thrust down at an 
angle of approximately 80° (Cowan et 
al., 2000). The collision has given rise 
to the Central American Volcanic 
Front running parallell the Middle 
American Trench at a distance of about 
170 km into the Caribbean Plate and 
stretching from Costa Rica to 
Guatemala. 
Figure 2.7 The Pacific Ring of Fire (Kious 
and Tilling).
2.4 The faulting in Managua 
The Central American Volcanic Front is abruptly displaced in the area of Managua 
(Figure 2.8). The reason for this displacement is not clear. One theory suggests that 
the Cocos Plate may be segmented under the Caribbean Plate. The plate segments are 
subducted at different angles and create a lateral offset in the volcanic chain. Another 
suggestion is that the volcanic chain is actually a spreading rift. The displacement 
would then be analogous to the offset caused by transform boundaries seen in ocean 
spreading ridges and in the Great Rift Valley (see chapter 2.1.5). It remains to be 
investigated if there’s an active extension going on in the Nicaraguan depression. 
 
Figure 2.8 Topographic map showing the interruption of the volcanic front at Managua. The 
black lines indicate major faults, the jagged line indicates the subduction zone of the Middle  
American Trench (French and Schenk). 
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Whatever the explanation is for the displacement, the consequence is a pull-apart 
graben with numerous quaternary fault systems running through it (the quaternary is a 
geological time period which can be seen in Figure 3.2 in chapter 3). 
The western boundary of the graben is defined by volcanic cinder cones and collapse 
pits extending south from the Apoyeque Caldera, known as the Nejapa-Miraflores 
alignment. The Asososca-Acahualinca and San Judas Faults (NI-04 in Figure 2.9) 
form east-facing escarpments along this alignment. The eastern boundary is formed 
by the Cofradia fault system (NI-09 in Figure 2.9), a prominent west-facing 
escarpment rising up to 15 meters above the graben floor. 
 
Figure 2.9 Quaternary faults in the vicinity of Managua (Cowan et al., 2000). 
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The graben hosts a closely spaced system of NE-SW-trending strike-slip and oblique-
normal faults. Many of the faults are slightly curved. The strike-slip faults for which 
the sense of movement has been determined show a sinistral (counter-clockwise) 
movement, which seems anomalous in view of the dextral offset in the volcanic 
chain. This relation has not yet been resolved, neither has the curvature of the faults. 
The regional kinematics is not clear. 
Table 2.1 Quaternary faults in the vicinity of Managua (Cowan et al., 2000). 
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The faults within the Managua Graben have 
been responsible for the two catastrophic 
earthquakes in the 20th century. Though the 
magnitude of the events is small or moderate 
they are capable of producing severe damages 
because of their shallow depth. The 
earthquakes occur in cycles at depths between 
5 to 12 km (Parrales Espinoza and Picado 
Romero, 2001). 
The elastic rebound in the Estadio Fault (NI-05
in Figure 2.9) in 1931 caused a 2 km long 
surface rupture and the loss of approximately 
1000 human lives. 
The Tiscapa Fault (NI-06 in Figure 2.9) was 
the cause of the 1972 Earthquake, in which 
around 10000 people died and the downtown 
area was destroyed. The movement occurred in 
4 faults in the system with rupture lengths 
from 1.6 to 5.9 km, totalling 15.4 km. 
Another fault which has shown to be active in 
historic time is the Aeropuerto fault (NI-07 in 
Figure 2.9) running through the eastern part of 
the city and continuing in Lake Xonotlán with 
a NE-SW orientation. Palaeontologists have 
Figure 2.10 A ground rupture in the 
pavement in the 1972 earthquake. 
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detected historical events in the fault, the last one of which occurred sometime 
between 1650 and 1880. 
All the faults in and around the Managua graben should be considered active; even 
the faults for which no historical event has been registered. 
2.5 Seismic sources 
There are three sources capable of creating seismic events in the Pacific Region of 
Nicaragua: 
 
• The subduction zone 
• The volcanoes 
• The local faults 
 
All sources are connected to the subduction process of the Cocos Plate beneath the 
Caribbean Plate. 
2.5.1 The subduction zone 
The Cocos plate is subducted beneath the Caribbean plate at a rate of about 8 cm per 
year. But it is not a constant process. Enormous stresses are built up until the local 
shear strength is reached. Then the elastic rebound takes place and releases the strain 
energy in the form of seismic shockwaves that travel through the crust in all 
directions. These ruptures occur in segments at a time, creating earthquakes in cycles. 
The earthquakes with focus in the subduction zone are often very powerful but luckily 
have to travel a long distance before reaching the surface and are attenuated before 
reaching populated areas. They are normally characterized by long-period surface 
waves, as the short-period components have been attenuated in the passage through 
the crust. 
2.5.2 The volcanoes 
The volcanoes may also create seismic events. Beneath the volcanoes the lithosphere 
is thinner. The time before a volcanic eruption takes place, the crust is in a state of 
increasingly high stress which may result in the elastic rebound of surrounding faults. 
2.5.3 The local faults 
The earthquakes that occur in the local faults in and around the Managua Graben are 
relatively small in magnitude, but because of the shallow focal depth they get much 
less attenuated before reaching surface. Also they will have a higher frequency 
content, probably with specific kinds of damages associated to it. The Earthquake of 
1972 had the moderate magnitude of 5.6 but still succeeded in destroying the capital. 
10.000 lost their lives, 20.000 were injured and 250.000 were left without a home 
(Incer Barquero et al., 2000). 
The faults in the Managua area are highly active and are responsible for most of the 
seismic activity in the region (Parrales Espinoza and Picado Romero, 2001). 
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3 Geology 
3.1 The geological setting of Managua 
3.1.1 Geomorphology 
A low plain known as the Nicaraguan depression dominates Western Nicaragua. It 
encompasses Lake Xolotlàn and Lake Cocibolca (also known as Lake Managua and 
Lake Nicaragua). The capital city of Managua lies on the southern shores of Lake 
Xolotlàn in the highly active Managua Graben. 
The Nicaraguan depression is limited to the northeast by the Interior Highlands and to 
the southwest by the Pacific Ocean. South of Puerto Sandino begins the Cordillera del 
Pacifico, locally known as Las Sierras de Managua, forming a coastal mountain range 
separating the southern part of the depression from the Ocean. 
The still active Central American Volcanic Front runs through the Nicaraguan 
Figure 3.1 Geomorphological map of western Nicaragua (van Wyk de Vries, 1993). 
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Depression from the Cosigüina volcano in the northwest to the Maderas volcano in 
Lake Nicaragua. The whole volcanic front stretches all the way from Tacaná Volcano 
in Guatemala to Irazú in Costa Rica (van Wyk de Vries, 1993). 
 
 
Figure 3.2 The Geological Timetable, the Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
eras (Lapiedra). 
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Figure 3.3 The Geological Timetable, the Paleozoic era 
(Lapiedra). 
3.1.2 Geological provinces of Nicaragua 
Nicaragua can be divided into four geological provinces in terms of the origins of the 
bedrock (van Wyk de Vries, 1993). They run parallel to the Middle American Trench 
and the Pacific coastline. 
 
1. The Pacific Coastal Plain is composed of tertiary (see geological timetable 
in Figure 3.2) marine sediments and ignimbrites of volcanic origin. The 
closeness to the subduction zone gives rise to folding of the tertiary marine 
rocks and a faulting that runs parallel to the Middle American Trench. 
The Brito and Rivas slopes (marked as B and R in Figure 3.4) are tertiary 
marine rocks lifted up by the intense compression from the colliding tectonic 
plates. They are highest to the southwest were deformation is greatest. 
Further northwest they are covered by the less tilted El Fraile formation 
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(marked as F in Figure 3.4). This in turn is limited to the north by 
undeformed rock of shallow marine, lacustrine and terrestrial sediments with 
interspersed ignimbrites, belonging to the Tamarindo formation (marked as T 
in Figure 3.4). 
The Pacific Region has its origin in an offshore basin formed in The 
Miocene-Pliocene by the subduction process. In it the sediments that became 
the Rivas, Brito, Masachapa and El Fraile formations were deposited. The 
basin, now called the Nicaraguan Trough, rose from the Sea in the Pliocene-
Pleistocene. 
 
Figure 3.4 Geological map of western Nicaragua (van Wyk de Vries, 1993). Volcanoes: 1. 
Cosigüina, 2. San Cristobal, 3. Casita, 4. La Pelona, 5. Telica, 6. Rota, 7. El Hoyo, 8. Monte 
Galan, 9. Momotombo, 10. Momotombito, 11. Malpaisillo caldera, 12. Chiltepe, 13. Masaya/Las 
Sierras, 14. Apoyo, 15. Mombacho, 16. Zapatera, 17. Concepción, 18. Maderas. 
2. The Nicaraguan depression is filled with quaternary volcanic deposits 
originating from the active volcanic chain running through it. The volcanic 
rocks are divided into two major groups: the Marrabios and Las Sierras 
formations. Below the quaternary deposits there is a basement of tertiary 
origin. The Nicaraguan Depression is described further in chapter 3.1.3. 
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3. The Interior Highlands has a Palaeozoic metamorphic basement. Except for 
the northern part of the area limiting to Honduras the metamorphic rock is 
covered by tertiary volcanic rocks. These originate from ancient volcanic 
fields in El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. The tertiary rock has then 
been overprinted by later ignimbrite eruptions. The El Coyol group bordering 
the Nicaraguan depression from Honduras to Costa Rica is one of the groups 
consisting of tertiary volcanic rock. The El Coyol rock also outcrops on the 
Solentiname and Puerto Diaz Islands in Lake Nicaragua and around Telica in 
the northwestern part of the Nicaraguan depression. 
 
4. The Atlantic Coastal Plain is mostly alluvium from Miocene to quaternary 
origin. 
3.1.3 The Nicaraguan Depression 
The Nicaraguan depression runs through the length of Nicaragua along the pacific 
coast. It is filled with quaternary volcanic deposits created by eruptions from the 
active volcanoes running through it. 
3.1.3.1 The volcanic chain 
The volcanic chain begins at the Cosigüina volcano (1)1 forming a peninsula in the 
northwest of Nicaragua. It is formed over an earlier quaternary volcanic centre, which 
in turn lies over tertiary volcanics and sediments. 
The chain continues with the Cordillera Marrabios ranging from the San Cristobal 
volcano to the Momotombito volcano (2 to 10). From El Hoyo to Momotombito (7 to 
10) the volcanoes are built on the ignimbrites of the Malpaisillo caldera (11), forming 
part of the Las Sierras group. 
Further southwest the Chiltepe volcano (12) and the Nejapa alignment formed by the 
Masaya, Apoyo and Mombacho (13, 14 and 15) volcanoes lies on the Las Sierras 
ignimbrites, erupted from the Las Sierras caldera surrounding the Masaya volcano 
(13). 
In Lake Managua lie the last three volcanoes of the volcanic front before entering in 
Costa Rica: Zapatera, Concepción and Maderas (16, 17 and 18). 
Between the volcanoes sequences of alluvium and lacustrine sediment interlayer with 
tephra deposits (van Wyk de Vries, 1993). 
The thickness of the quaternary rock is not accurately determined, but given that the 
tertiary basement outcrops at several locations within the Nicaragua depression it 
probably constitutes only a thin layer (van Wyk de Vries, 1993). 
The Central American Volcanic Chain is segmented by zones of transverse faulting. 
These zones contain volcanoes with a tendency for explosive eruptions (van Wyk de 
Vries, 1993). One of the zones of transverse faulting cuts right through Managua (see 
Figure 2.8) and constitutes the main seismic source in the area. 
1 Numbers in parenthesis refers to the map in . Figure 3.4
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3.1.3.2 The origin of the depression 
The origin of the Nicaraguan depression is a subject of debate. It has been interpreted 
as a graben formed by coast-parallel strike-slip faulting in The Mateare fault zone, 
running along the north-eastern side of the Las Sierras hills, and the fault zone at the 
northeast depression boundary at Cuesta Coyol (as seen in Figure 2.8). These fracture 
zones are believed to be the result of the Cocos plate flexing the edge of the 
Caribbean plate with its unceasing pressure (Incer Barquero et al., 2000). 
Van Wyk de Vries (van Wyk de Vries, 1993) however, argues that the adjacent fault 
zones cannot have caused a graben structure. The Mateare fault zone is only 
continuous for about 30 km. Furthermore the strata in the Las Sierras hills dip radially 
from an axis located in the Masaya Caldera, not westwards as would be expected if 
having caused the depression. 
On the other hand the fault zone at Cuesta Coyol, forming the north-eastern boundary 
of the depression is a series of faults dipping toward the depression. However they are 
covered by undeformed Quaternary Las Sierras ignimbrites, indicating that they have 
not moved in the Quaternary period. 
The alternative explanation suggested by van Wyk de Vries is that the land has sunk 
due to isostatic readjustment. This would be due to the massive deposition of volcanic 
material in the Interior Highlands during the Tertiary period. The thicker crust in the 
Interior Highlands would then cause isostatic readjustment of surrounding regions. 
3.2 Stratigraphy in Managua 
Managua is located on land sloping from the Cordillera de Pacifico down to Lake 
Xolotlán (Figure 3.5). 
All cenozoic formations in the Managua area are of volcanic origin. The basement is 
a pyroclastic sequence called the Las Sierras group. Las Sierras is covered by deposits 
from recent volcanic activity.  
Figure 3.5 Cross-section of the geological structures near Managua (Anton, 
1996). 
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3.2.1 The basement 
The basement consists of the volcanic tuff of the upper Las Sierras group, locally 
known as “cantera”. Tuff is consolidated pyroclastic materials from volcanic 
eruptions. It dates from early quaternary volcanism. Although in a geological context 
the Las Sierras Group forms the rock basement, geophysical studies have placed the 
halfspace at a depth varying between 2 and 9 meters (Ekholm and Norberg, 1998). 
This is because in earthquake engineering materials with a shear wave velocity above 
700 m/s are considered basement. 
In fact the stiffness of the soil 
increases gradually with depth and a 
clearly marked border between the 
basement and surface layers is not 
easily found.  
3.2.2 The surface layers 
The Las Sierras basement is covered 
by pyroclastic materials from the 
Holocene volcanism of the Central 
American Volcanic Front, 
interlayered by organic soils 
deposited in between the eruptions. 
The soils can be classified as mainly 
non-cohesive silt, sand and gravel 
with varying degree of consolidation 
and cementation (Ekholm and 
Norberg, 1998). Generally they have 
high porosity and low density. 
The layers are well defined, but vary 
in thickness and compactation 
degree between different locations 
in Managua. There can be big 
differences even between sites very 
close to one another (Parrales 
Espinoza and Picado Romero, 
2001). Figure 3.6 shows the 
stratigraphy but the depths are only 
examples as they can vary between 
sites. The following information on 
the layers is based on (Ekholm and 
Norberg, 1998). 
 
The Retiro tuff is a layer of 
indurated, fine grained basaltic tuff. 
Figure 3.6 Typical stratigraphic column 
below Managua (Parrales Espinoza and 
Picado Romero, 2001) 
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The San Judas formation is a triple 
layer of indurated tuff, with lapilli 
and basaltic ash in between layers. 
 
The Apoyeque pumice is pumice 
erupted from the Apoyeque volcano 
during the Holocene and late 
Pleistocene. 
 
The Masaya lapilli is uncemented 
basaltic lapilli with contents of sand- 
and silt-sized ash, with origin from 
the activity of the Masaya volcano. 
Lapilli is gravel of concentrical 
spheres formed when the material 
from a volcano flies through the air. 
The surface layers of Managua seem 
to be composed by stiff sequences 
interspersed between more 
compliant sequences. This will mean 
a stiffer over all behaviour, perhaps 
similar to that of steel laminated 
rubber used as attenuators in for 
example bridges. Compliant soil 
laminated by stiff soil would 
certainly result in less deformability 
than a homogenously compliant soil. 
Figure 3.7 In this cut by the side of the road the 
layered structure can clearly be seen. 
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4 Site response 
The purpose of the Spectrogram Evaluation Technique is to evaluate the site response 
in the case of an earthquake. In the passage through surface layers the seismic waves 
emitted from the earthquake will change their characteristics. Wave amplitudes may 
grow and cause a more destructive kind of movement than if they were transmitted 
directly through rock. 
In the 1972 earthquake the most severe damages were seen in the city centre. The 
centre of the city was practically demolished (Figure 4.1). 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Air foto from 1972 of the demolished city centre. 
The intensities experienced by different parts of Managua can be seen in Figure 4.2. 
Marked in the figure is also the location of the accelerograph whose recordings are 
used for the risk evaluation later in this work. 
High intensities were of course experienced over the Tiscapa fault where the rupture 
occurred, but another high intensity zone is seen right in the city centre, to the west of 
the fault. This may be due to the site response of the surface sediments. 
The dynamic interaction between seismic waves, rock and soil will be clarified in this 
chapter. First the fundamental wave dynamics is treated, then the soil’s dynamic 
properties, and finally the interaction between the two to create the resulting site 
response. 
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Figure 4.2 Intensities experienced in different parts of Managua in the 1972 earthquake. 
4.1 Seismic wave propagation 
The seismic waves propagate through an infinite space as body waves and through a 
semi-infinite space also as surface waves. That is, only close to a surface or an 
interface between two media the surface waves exist. It is important to remember that 
none of these waves implies the transport of matter. A wave is merely a propagating 
oscillation. 
4.1.1 Body waves 
When waves travel through an infinite space they propagate by means of 
compressional and dilatational forces or shear forces. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 The P-wave (Anderson, 1998). 
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The compressional or longitudinal wave is a pressure wave that propagates through 
the elastic media. The particles oscillate longitudinally back and forth, with periodic 
compressions and dilatations as a result (Figure 4.3).  
The compression wave has the highest propagation velocity and is therefore termed 
Primary wave or P-wave, as it arrives first at an observation point at a certain distance 
from the seismic source. 
In the shear wave the particles oscillate transversely to the direction of propagation 
and transmit the movement by means of shear forces between one another (Figure 
4.4). This implies that the shear wave does not exist in liquids or gasses because of 
them being unable to transmit shear forces. Shear waves are much slower than the 
compressional wave and therefore termed Secondary waves or S-waves. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 The S-wave (Anderson, 1998). 
4.1.2 Surface waves 
The surface waves occur in the surface of a material and are of two types. The 
Rayleigh wave travels along the surface of a material and it penetrates to a depth of 
about one wavelength. It propagates with an elliptical retrograde (counter-clockwise) 
particle motion (Figure 4.5). The velocity of the Rayleigh wave varies depending on 
the Poisson ratio between 0,92*VS and 0.95*VS (Richart et al., 1970). It is very 
similar to a water wave, except that a water wave propagates with a prograde 
elliptical particle motion. 
The other type is the Love wave which occurs when a low velocity layer lies over a 
high velocity half space. Because of multiple reflections the layer acts as a waveguide 
retaining horizontal shear waves within the surface layer and creating a transverse 
rocking motion of the surface (Figure 4.6). It is slightly faster than the Rayleigh wave 
and has a velocity close to the S-wave velocity. 
Surface waves are the result of interaction between P- and S-waves near the surface 
and do not represent physical waveforms but rather propagation modes. 
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Figure 4.5 The Rayleigh wave (Anderson, 1998) 
 
Figure 4.6 The Love wave (Anderson, 1998). 
4.1.3 Passage from earthquake focus to surface 
The energy released in the elastic rebound of a fault will be spread in all directions 
from the focal point in the form of seismic shockwaves. The seismic waves will 
propagate in the form of P-waves, S-waves and surface waves. 
As the P-waves are the fastest they will be the first to arrive. Then comes a relatively 
quiet period leading up to the arrival of the S-wave and after that the surface waves 
arrive. The arrivals of the P-wave and the S-wave are referred to as the minor tremor 
while the arrival of the surface waves is called the major tremor (Figure 4.7). The 
major tremor is often the one creating the most extreme ground movements at the site. 
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Figure 4.7 Arrival of the P-wave, S-wave and Rayleigh wave. (a) The horizontal motion 
and (b) the vertical motion (Richart et al., 1970). 
As the seismic waves pass through the crust the high-frequency components will be 
damped to a higher degree than the low-frequency components and thus filtered out. 
The body waves are attenuated in proportion to 1/r, while the Rayleigh wave is 
attenuated in proportion to1 / r . Thus, being far from the focus of an earthquake, it 
is often the long-period Rayleigh waves that are most destructive at the site. On the 
other hand, in Managua, the most destructive earthquakes have occurred at shallow 
depth below or close to the city. Such earthquakes could result in a considerable part 
of short-period vibrations as well, originating from body waves. 
The waves will pass through the crust and on through the surface layers where their 
characteristics will change (see paragraph 4.3.1). If the earthquake focus is close and 
the seismic waves travel through surface layers it could mean the amplification of 
short-period waves. The result would be short-period waves with large amplitudes, 
which could reveal itself very destructive. 
4.1.4 Determination of earthquake epicentre 
The epicentre is the earthquake focus projected to the surface. That is, the point on the 
surface directly above the focus. With a single seismograph registering the arrivals of 
the P- and S-waves from the earthquake focus, it is possible to determine the distance 
from seismograph to epicentre. Given that the velocities of the P- and S-waves 
through the crust are known, the time elapsed between the arrival of the P-wave and 
the S-wave will give the distance to the earthquake epicentre. 
Having the data from two seismographs at different locations it is possible to narrow 
down to two points where the earthquake could have occurred. With three 
seismographs located at different sites it is possible to pinpoint where the earthquake 
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took place. Where the three circles drawn with the source distance as radii all 
coincide, is the epicentre of the earthquake. 
 
Figure 4.8 Pinpointing the earthquake epicentre. 
4.2 Dynamic properties of soil 
4.2.1 Soil properties and wave propagation velocity 
The propagation velocity of a wave depends on the soil material parameters such as 
the Young´s modulus, the shear modulus and the Poisson ratio. They are all related 
parameters. 
 
The Young’s modulus E describes the elastic properties of a material when subjected 
to a compressive or tensile force. It is defined as the ratio of normal stress to normal 
strain. 
 
The shear modulus G describes the elastic properties of the soil under the action of a 
transversal internal force. It is defined as the ratio of shear stress to shear strain. The 
shear modulus is related to the Young’s modulus by 
 
2(1 )
EG ν= +  (4.1) 
 
where the Poisson ratio ν is the rate of transverse contraction strain as a response to 
longitudinal extension strain. It is defined as the ratio of transversal strain to 
longitudinal strain. 
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The P- and S-wave velocities depend on the shear modulus and the Poisson ratio as 
follows: 
 
(2 2 )
(1 2 )p
GV νρ ν
−= −   (4.2) 
 
ρ
GVs =  (4.3) 
 
How the equations (4.2) and (4.3) are derived from the equations of motion can be 
seen in (Richart et al., 1970). Because of the relation between Young’s modulus and 
shear modulus in (4.1), equations (4.2) and (4.3) can be written: 
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From these equations an expression for calculating the Poisson ratio can be derived: 
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Thus the ratio between P- and S-wave velocities is strictly determined by the Poisson 
ratio of the material. Knowing the P- and S-wave velocity the material’s shear 
modulus, Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio can be determined from equations (4.2), 
(4.3), (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6). Alternatively knowing the Poisson ratio and Young’s 
modulus or shear modulus, the S- and P-wave velocities can be determined. 
4.2.2 Impedance 
The impedance of the soil can be compared with the stiffness of a spring. If mounting 
two springs with different spring constants to each other and compressing them, the 
one with the lower constant will have to deform more in order to balance the force 
exerted by the other. 
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The same goes for the passage of a wave from a stiff material to a compliant material. 
When the wave motion in the stiff material exerts its force on the compliant material, 
the compliant material will have to deform more in order to balance the force. It 
follows that wave amplitudes will grow as the medium deforms more. 
The impedance is defined as the product between material density ρ and the wave 
velocity V in the material. 
 
VZ ×= ρ  (4.7) 
 
When a wave encounters a boundary which is neither completely rigid nor free, some 
of the wave will be reflected and part will be transmitted across the boundary. The 
amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves are determined as a function of the 
impedance change. 
 
1 2
0 0
1 2 2 1
/ 1 2
/ 1 1 /r t
z zA A A
z z z z
−= ⋅ =+ + A⋅  (4.8) 
 
The sum of the reflected and transmitted amplitudes can thus be higher than the 
original wave amplitude. This is due to the greater deformability of the low 
impedance material. 
4.2.3 Attenuation 
The wave amplitude decreases as the wave train propagate through an elastic 
medium. This attenuation takes place in the form of geometrical and material 
damping. 
As the wave front propagates from the source the energy has to spread over a wider 
area and thus the amplitude decreases with an increased distance from the source. 
This is known as geometrical damping. 
Material damping is caused by energy 
dissipated and transformed into heat 
within the soil skeleton. For 
cohesionless soil  the dominating 
mechanisms of energy dissipation is the 
friction between particles and fluid flow 
losses because of the relative movement 
between the solid and the fluid phases 
(Rix et al., 2000). 
Material damping causes the cyclic 
stress-strain curve to exhibit a hysteretic 
loop as shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 Cyclic stress-strain curve (Rix 
et al., 2000) 
There exist many damping descriptors. The parameter traditionally used in 
geotechnical engineering is the material damping ratio D. It is defined as 
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4
ED
Eπ
∆=  (4.9) 
 
Where E∆  is the energy dissipated during one cycle at the angular frequency ω  and 
E is the maximum strain energy stored during the cycle. The dissipated energy  is 
the area enclosed by the loop in Figure 4.9 and the stored energy E is the area of the 
triangle shown. 
E∆
 
Seismologists often use the quality factor Q, by Knopoff called the “specific 
attenuation factor”, to describe attenuation. Its inverse is termed dissipation factor and 
defined as: 
 
1 2
2
EQ
Eπ
− ∆= = D  (4.10) 
 
The damping ratio D is generally frequency dependent, but experiments have shown 
that it can be considered frequency independent for 0.1 < f < 10 Hz (Rix et al., 2000). 
 
Figure 4.10 Frequency dependence of damping in soil (Rix et al., 2000). 
 
Other measures of damping are the attenuation coefficient α and the logarithmic 
decrement δ. 
They are related to the damping ratio by the expression 
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where v is the seismic velocity and ω is the angular frequency. For small values of 
damping (D<10%) the second order terms become very small and can be ignored 
which results in the expression (Rix et al., 2000): 
 
 
2
vD α δω π= =  (4.12) 
 
If the seismic oscillation is in the linear domain of elasticity the attenuation of a 
harmonic signal is exponential. It may then be described as a logarithmic decrement 
δ. That is assuming that the decay is similar to that predicted by the theory for 
viscously damped free vibrations, although soils do not have a viscous behaviour 
(Richart et al., 1970). It is defined as the natural logarithm of two successive 
amplitudes of motion z1 and z2. 
 
1
2
2
2ln
1
z D
z D
πδ = = −  (4.13) 
 
The logarithmic decrement is obtained experimentally, for example from the resonant 
column test. It sets a soil sample into steady-state forced vibration. When shutting off 
the driving power the decay of the amplitude with time is recorded. 
 
The attenuation coefficient α measures the energy loss as a function of distance 
(Richart et al., 1970). For small damping values it is related to the logarithmic 
decrement by 
 
2 v Lπ αδ αω= =  (4.14) 
 
where L is the wavelength, and to the dissipation factor by 
 
1 2vQ αω
− =  (4.15) 
 
as can be seen from equation (4.12). 
 
For modal damping based on frequency response it comes natural to measure the half-
power bandwidth. In this method the width of the dynamic response curve around the 
resonance peak is measured. For small values the quality factor can be defined from 
the bandwidth by 
 
2 1( )
rfQ
f f
= −  (4.16) 
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where f is the resonance frequency and f1 and f2 are the frequencies at which the 
power has dropped to half of its peak value (Parrales Espinoza, 2004). That is when 
the amplitude is 0.707 times the amplitude at the resonance frequency (Figure 4.11). 
This is done for example with a resonant column or an impulse response test. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Damping measurement on sand using the half-power bandwidth method 
(Rix et al., 2000). 
 
It follows from the relation between the quality factor and damping ratio (equation 
(4.10)) that the damping ratio is given from the bandwidth by 
 
2 1( )
2 r
f fD
f
−=  (4.17) 
 
The material damping is a reducing factor counteracting the amplification caused by 
impedance changes and resonance effects in the surface layers. It is therefore highly 
interesting when talking about seismic risk. 
4.3 Site effects 
The seismic waves emitted from the earthquake focus are filtered by the different 
geological materials through which it passes. The superficial sediments at the site is 
the geological entity which can affect the frequency content and amplitudes the most 
and determine what kind of vibration will be felt on the site. The site effects include 
amplification of wave amplitudes through impedance change and resonance effects, 
but also positive effects that renders the site less earthquake-sensitive, like 
attenuation. 
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4.3.1 Amplification in surface layers 
It has long been known that surface layers can amplify ground motion relative to 
bedrock. The amplification of a wave train passing through surface layers depends on 
various factors like the thickness of surface layers, the impedance contrast and the 
material damping. 
Soil deposits will tend to amplify some components of ground motion and attenuate 
others. The strongest amplified components will be those at or near the characteristic 
frequency of the site. This characteristic frequency is a function of the stiffness and 
thickness of the soil deposit.  
The contrast in impedance between geological materials causes the wave amplitudes 
to grow (see chapter 4.2.2) due to the condition of conservation of energy. The 
passage of a wave train from a stiff medium like rock with a high shear modulus, to a 
compliant medium like soil with a low shear modulus amplifies especially the S-
wave. But also a stiff soil can increase the earthquake sensitivity of a site. If the 
earthquake focus lies close to the site, a compliant soil can have the effect of damping 
the acceleration felt on the surface. Instead a stiff soil would permit more of the 
earthquake energy to reach the site with stronger surface acceleration as a result. 
4.3.2 Resonance 
Resonance effects can occur 
where abrupt impedance contrast 
exists. Every soil profile has 
several resonant frequencies with 
different displacement modes. 
 
The fundamental resonance 
frequency (marked as 1 in Figure 
4.12) occurs when the wavelength 
is equal to four times the 
thickness of the soil deposit. Thus 
it can be calculated like: 
 
(2 1)
4r
v nf
h
−=  (4.18) 
  
where v is the velocity of the 
wave, h is the thickness of the soil 
deposit and n is the mode number.  
This is valid for a homogenous 
deposit with constant velocity.  
 
Usually the surface sediments 
consist of various layers of 
different geological materials, as 
is the case of Managua, and 
Figure 4.12 The first three resonance modes in a 
homogenous soil deposit. The maximum  
displacement is set to one. 
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therefore the picture becomes more complex. The thickness of the surface layers also 
varies from site to site. 
Analytical solutions for resonance frequencies and modes in soil deposits with 
varying velocity gradient can be found in (Gazetas, 1982). 
 
A rough estimate of the fundamental resonance frequency for structures as a function 
of the number of stories N is given by (Stål and Westberg, 1996): 
 
10
rf N
=    (4.19) 
 
If the basement vibrates at the same frequency for which there is resonance in the 
soil, energy will be pumped into the soil layers for each new oscillation of the 
basement. If in combination with this there is a low soil attenuation the result can be a 
build-up in vibration amplitudes for the duration of the earthquake. A building with a 
resonance frequency within the dominating frequency band of the resulting surface 
motion can further amplify the acceleration the structure is exposed to. 
4.3.3 Nonlinear soil behaviour 
At large strains the soil begins to yield and the site response enters into the nonlinear 
domain. This means that the damping will increase and reduce the surface layer 
amplification. Thus the surface layer amplification may be overestimated in the 
strong ground motion produced by larger earthquakes. Nonlinear soil behaviour can 
also create a shift in resonance frequencies. 
The linear elastic behaviour is only an approximation, even at low strains. The 
question is at what point nonlinearity becomes important. 
(Knopoff, 1964) claims that except for nonlinear behaviour near earthquake foci, 
seismic strains are small and seismic oscillations take place in the linear domain of 
elasticity. Experiments show that nonlinearity starts at strains in excess of 10-5 or 10-6. 
This indicates that the attenuation mechanism in solids is not the same as for liquids, 
where the attenuation factor varies as the square of frequency. In solids the 
attenuation factor varies as the first power of frequency. 
There is however uncertainty as to whether the degree of amplification varies with the 
level of input motion. (Field et al., 1997) reports that ground motion amplification in 
the main shock of the 1994 Northridge earthquake was up to a factor two less than in 
the aftershocks and that resonance that were clear in the weak motion were absent in 
the strong motion. 
As the level of strain increases a systematic shift in resonance peaks toward lower 
frequencies takes place. It may even bifurcate into two lower amplitude peaks, with a 
third peak growing up at a lower frequency. These effects originates in interaction 
between frequency components which shifts the energy distribution across the 
spectrum (Field et al.). 
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4.3.4 Dangerous ground motion 
The collapse of a structure occurs when the carrying elements in it fails. This 
frequently happens when the weight of the structure acts outside the paths it is 
designed for. That is why especially horizontal or rocking oscillations are considered 
when evaluating the vulnerability of sites. These oscillations cause the displacements 
that make the structure’s weight act outside the normal load distribution paths. 
However, also vertical oscillation can cause dynamic loads that cause structure 
collapse, and should be accounted for. In the case of Managua, where earthquakes 
frequently occur at shallow depth close to or under the city, powerful vertical 
oscillations that can damage buildings are likely to occur.
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5 Methodology 
The Spectrogram Evaluation Technique utilizes the impulse response and its 
attenuation as a method to identify resonance frequencies inherent in the soil strata. 
Heavy vehicles are used to create a wide-band frequency impulse into the ground. In 
the ground response from the impact the acceleration will prevail at resonance 
frequencies. 
The ground acceleration is measured with a combination of two sensors. These are a 
tri-axial accelerograph and a uni-axial accelerometer-A/D converter acquisition 
system. An original plan was to use a tri-axial accelerometer connected to a Geode 
recorder, but troubles were encountered with the DC-input in the connection. When it 
was discovered at arrival in Managua that CIGEO is the owner of a K2 tri-axial 
accelerograph the decision was made to use it instead as it provides three-component 
information of acceleration without connecting to any other apparatus than the laptop. 
The uni-axial accelerometer-A/D converter acquisition system is used as comparison 
because, if it provides viable results and the additional information from the K2 
accelerograph proves redundant, measurements with a uni-axial accelerometer are 
cheaper and faster. Furthermore it provides higher resolution and has a wider 
bandwidth, although it doesn’t reach as low down in the frequencies as the K2 
accelerograph. 
 
First in this chapter the Nakamura technique will be looked into as the method widely 
used to identify resonance frequencies and to evaluate the transfer function in surface 
layers. Then in section 5.2 the traffic impulse response used in the spectrogram 
evaluation technique will be discussed. In section 5.3 the field work procedures and 
strategy are treated, and in section 5.4 the data processing methods used for 
evaluation of the acquired data are explained. Finally, in section 5.5, the time-
frequency hazard analysis, developed for this study for an objective evaluation of site 
response data, is explained. 
5.1 The Nakamura technique 
Nakamura’s technique is a method that uses microtremors in the evaluation of surface 
layer amplification. It produces the fundamental frequency and the transfer function 
in the surface layers. 
The method introduced by Nakamura in 1989 uses a single three-component 
accelerometer. The amplification of the soil can be calculated as the ratio between the 
vertical and horizontal frequency spectra as will be shown. The fundamental 
resonance frequency is where the amplification is strongest and thus where a peak can 
be seen in the H/V-ratio. 
The theory of the technique presented here is taken from his paper (Nakamura, 2000) 
and the masters thesis of (Stål and Westberg, 1996). 
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5.1.1 Nakamura’s theory 
The amplification of a wave train passing 
through the surface sedimentary layers 
can be written as the ratio between the 
wave amplitude at the surface and the 
amplitude at the rock basement. 
  
If an accelerometer were to be placed at 
the surface and another at the level of the 
rock basement, the amplification could be 
estimated from the ratio of amplitudes. 
This can be done in a borehole and would 
be the most accurate method, however 
costly and time-consuming. It can also be 
done by comparing to an outcropping rock reference site if available, where the wave 
amplitudes can be said to represent those at the basement (Figure 5.1). The Nakamura 
technique offers a less complicated method. 
Figure 5.1 A sedimentary basin with 
vertical (V) and horizontal (H) wave 
amplitudes at basement (b), surface (f) 
and outcropping rock (r) (Nakamura, 
2000). 
 
The transfer function of the surface layers is defined by: 
 
HB
HS
T S
S
S =   (5.1) 
 
Where SHS is the spectra of horizontal motion at the surface and SHB is the spectra of 
horizontal motion at the basement. 
 
The SHS spectra may be affected by surface waves as it is measured at the surface. 
Artificial noise is mostly propagated as Rayleigh waves. The content of Rayleigh 
waves can be removed from SHS by introducing a correction factor. 
Nakamura assumes that the vertical motion is not amplified by the surface layers, the 
nature of this assumption will be treated in paragraph 5.1.2. 
Because the vertical motion is not amplified by the surface layers the effect of the 
Rayleigh wave can be seen by comparing the vertical motion at the surface with the 
vertical motion at the basement. Any extra frequency content that the surface vertical 
motion has with respect to the vertical basement motion would be due to Rayleigh 
waves. The ratio ES gives the effect of Rayleigh waves on vertical motion. 
 
VB
VS
S S
S
E =  (5.2) 
 
It is also assumed that the effect of Rayleigh waves is equal in vertical and horizontal 
components. Then the transfer function can be corrected by dividing it with the ratio 
ES of Rayleigh wave effect. 
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S
T
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SS =  (5.3) 
 
Inserting equations (5.1) and (5.2) into equation (5.3) we get: 
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T
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E
SS ⋅=⋅==  (5.4) 
 
As the vertical and horizontal wave amplitudes are assumed to be nearly equal at the 
basement, and thus 1→
HB
VB
S
S
 , we are left with: 
 
VS
HS
TT S
S
S =  (5.5) 
 
which Nakamura calls the Quasi-Transfer Spectrum. It gives the amplification of 
horizontal motion in surface layers. In practice it is determined from tri-axial 
recordings as the resultant of the horizontal component amplitude spectra divided by 
the vertical component power spectrum (Teves Costa and Matias, 1995): 
  
2 2( ) ( )
( )TT
NS EW
S
Z
ω ω
ω
+=   (5.6) 
 
where NS is the amplitude spectrum of the North-South oriented horizontal axis and 
EW is the amplitude spectrum of the East-West oriented horizontal axis. 
5.1.2 Amplification of P- and S-waves 
Nakamura does the assumption that no amplification of the vertical motion takes 
place in the surface layers. The theoretical background is not completely clear as to 
that assumption, but the method has proven to give good results. 
As described in paragraph 4.2.2 the impedance change when passing from a stiff to a 
compliant material will force the waves to increase their amplitude in order to 
conserve the same amount of energy. The energy is namely proportional to the 
amplitude squared. This goes for P-waves as well as S-waves, and thus for both 
vertical and horizontal motion. 
The basement can be expected to have a much lower Poisson ratio than the overlying 
surface layers. The ratio between S- and P-wave velocity is strictly determined by the 
Poisson ratio by the expression derived from equations (4.4) and (4.5): 
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It can be seen from equation (5.7) that with a decreasing Poisson ratio, the ratio VP/VS 
increases. This implies that in the passage from consolidated basement material to an 
unconsolidated surface material the P-wave velocity will decrease to less degree than 
the S-wave velocity. The impedance change for the P-waves will then be smaller than 
for the S-waves and thus the amplification of the P-wave smaller. 
In Managua the basement is volcanic tuff, and the surface layers consist of non-
cohesive silt, sand and gravel with varying consolidation degree. Let us consider the 
passage of a wave train through the border between the Las Sierras group and the 
Masaya lapilli (see stratigraphy in figure 3.7). As an estimate the Las Sierras group 
would have a Poisson ratio similar to “lithic tuff from Howard Prairie Dam, Oregon”  
of 0.11 (Clark, 1966), and the Poisson ratio of lapilli would roughly be in the order of 
0.4 (loose to medium sand (Craig, 1997)). The ratio of the P-wave velocity to S-wave 
velocity is then 1.51 in the tuff and 2.45 in the lapilli according to equation (5.7). That 
means that the impedance change for the S-wave is a factor 1.6 greater than for the P-
wave, with greater amplitude amplification for the S-wave as a result. 
 
Suppose the lapilli has a P-wave velocity of 1000 m/s and an S-wave velocity of 400 
m/s (loose sand (Clark,1966)), and that the Las Sierras tuff has a P-wave velocity of 
2160 m/s (volcanic tuff, New Zeeland (Clark,1966)) and an S-wave velocity of 1430 
m/s (because Vp/Vs is 1.51). Taking the density for “lithic tuff from Howard Prairie 
Dam, Oregon” (Clark, 1966) on 1450 kg/m3 and for the lapilli a density of roughly 
1000 kg/m3, the reflected and transmitted amplitudes become, according to  the 
expressions in (4.8): 
 
, 0 ,0.52 1.52p r p tA A A= = 0A
0
  (5.8) 
 
, 0 ,0.68 1.68s r s tA A A A= =   (5.9) 
 
where the subscript r denotes reflected and t transmitted wave amplitude. 
It should be pointed out that these calculated amplitudes are meant to demonstrate the 
phenomenon of wave amplification due to impedance changes in surface layers. The 
characteristics of the surface layers in Managua are much more complex with layers 
of varying impedance as seen in Figure 3.6 in the geology chapter. 
 
In site response analysis generally the horizontal amplification is looked at. In a wave 
train coming in from below this is analogous to the S-wave, but incident waves from 
the earthquake can come in from other directions. The horizontal motion represents a 
more dangerous motion than the vertical for structures founded in the soil as 
explained in chapter 4.3.4. 
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Generally it can be seen from the example given in this section that both vertical and 
horizontal motion can be amplified when passing through surface layers. 
Figure 5.2 Example of vertical (Vf) and horizontal (Hf) acceleration at surface and 
the horizontal transfer function calculated by comparing them to an outcropping 
rock reference site.  Also Nakamura’s spectral ratio (QTS) is shown as comparison 
(Nakamura, 2000). 
 
The assumption Nakamura makes that the vertical motion remains unchanged when it 
passes through surface layers should rather be viewed in the context of resonance 
amplification. As stated in section 4.3.2 the resonance of the P-wave, which is 
generally associated to vertical motion, occurs at a higher frequency than the 
resonance of the S-wave, due to its higher velocity. 
As can be seen in Figure 5.2 this means that the amplification of vertical motion is 
close to one at the frequency where S-wave amplification is highest due to resonance. 
In fact the Nakamura technique can only be used to estimate the amplification at the 
fundamental frequency of the surface layers, as the QTS spectral ratio will show no 
amplification, or even attenuation at the second resonance peak (see Figure 5.2). Of 
course this is not true. However, the technique is valid because the maximum 
amplification occurs at the fundamental resonance frequency. 
5.2 The traffic impulse response 
The idea behind the Spectrogram Evaluation Technique is to develop a method for 
fast identification of earthquake-sensitive sites. A critical point as to the speed in 
seismic methods is the kind of source used. Methods using ambient noise like for 
example the Nakamura technique are easy to use as the seismic sources already exists 
in the urban ambient. But the required observation times are long relative to the 
method suggested here. 
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Figure 5.3 The rear wheel axis of a bus gives a powerful and distinct impact. 
In the traffic impulse response approach ambient sources are used to create impacts. 
The ground response to that impact is then recorded for evaluation. 
The seismic source consists of a heavy vehicle crossing an obstacle on the roadway, 
which creates a downward impulse into the ground. Also a shear impulse polarized in 
the direction of travel will be generated. The obstacle used in this study is a cable 
protector of heavy-duty rubber and the vehicle typically would be a truck, trailer truck 
or a bus, but can be any heavy vehicle. In Managua city buses proved to give a strong 
and distinct signal due to their rebuilt rear ends (Figure 5.3). The long rear end loads 
the rear axis heavily, especially when the bus is loaded with people. 
Beside the roadway, in a straight line from the obstacle, a tri-axial accelerograph is 
located to record the vibrations from the impact. 
5.2.1 Dwarfing of ambient noise 
It is the hypothesis that the vehicle axis passing over the cable protector will create an 
impact onto the ground strong enough to dwarf the ambient noise. That means that the 
dominant frequency content of the signal would be the ground response to the actual 
impact and not to the ambient noise. 
It is important that the impact creates strong oscillation amplitudes over a wide band 
of frequencies, especially in the lower frequencies where earthquakes have their 
dominant frequency content. The bandwidth and power generated depends on the 
following properties: 
 
• The stiffness of the road 
• The stiffness of the vehicle suspension 
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• The speed of the vehicle 
• The load on the vehicle axis 
5.2.2 Waves generated 
Figure 5.4 (a) shows the waves generated from the impact on a circular footing. The 
waves generated from the vehicle impact can be expected to exhibit a similar 
spreading pattern. 
Figure 5.4 (a) Waves generated from the impact on a circular footing. The P-wave
propagates first in the form of a omni-directional pressurefront. Then comes the S-wave
which also propagates along a hemispherical wavefront. Shortly after the S-wave comes
the Rayleigh wave propagating in a cylindrical wavefront reaching to the depth of about
one wavelength. (b) The percentage of energy spread in the form of P-waves, S-waves
and Rayleigh waves (Richart et al., 1970). 
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The P-wave and S-wave are both spread along a hemispherical wave front, while the 
Rayleigh wave spread along a cylindrical wave front penetrating to the depth of about 
its wavelength. The shaded zones along the wave fronts in Figure 5.4 show the 
particle displacement. The particle motion of the P-wave is a push-pull motion 
parallel to the direction of 
propagation and the particle 
motion of the shear wave is a 
transverse displacement 
orthogonal to the direction of 
propagation. The region of the 
shear wave front where the largest 
amplitudes occur is referred to as 
the shear window. The vertical 
and horizontal components of the 
Rayleigh wave vary with the 
depth as shown in the figure. 
Figure 5.5 The Rayleigh wave particle motion 
(Richart et al., 1970). 
The amplitude of the body waves decreases due to geometrical damping in proportion 
to 1/r, except for in the surface, where it decreases in proportion to 1/r2. The 
amplitude of the Rayleigh wave decreases in proportion to1/ r . 
 
When the wheel pair passes over 
the obstacle it will create both 
forces in the direction of travel 
and downwards into the ground. 
As the wheels first hit the cable 
protector, it will create an impulse 
with a horizontal component in 
the direction of travel and a 
vertical component into the 
ground (Figure 5.6). The same 
directional components will be 
experienced when the wheels 
thump into the ground after the 
obstacle. It is expected that the 
downward directed impulse will 
be much greater than the shear impulse generated in the direction of travel. 
Figure 5.6 Forces excerted by the impacting 
wheel axis.
The rubber obstacle used in the field work (Figure 5.6) is about 20 cm wide. 
Theoretically the wheel will generate an impact of a time length corresponding to the 
time it takes for it to move up to the crest of the obstacle. If the vehicle impacts at a 
velocity of 60 km/h (16.7 m/s) the time length of the impact will thus be (0.1/16.7 s) 6 
milliseconds. Figure 5.7 shows the bandwidth a 6 ms Gaussian impulse will give rise 
to. As seen it generates a relatively wide band impulse, which covers the low 
frequencies. In other words, the wheel impact should generate an impulse that 
stimulates a wide band of frequencies and do not miss the fundamental frequency of 
the surface layers. 
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Figure 5.7 A 6 ms impulse and its bandwidth. 
The downward directed impulse can be expected to generate a P-wave that travels in 
a hemispherical wave front from the point of impact. Furthermore it will generate a 
vertically polarized S-wave (SV) spreading in the same manner but with a lower 
velocity. 
The impulse component in the direction of travel will generate a horizontal S-wave 
(SH) polarized in the direction of travel. No horizontal S-wave polarized 
perpendicular to the direction of travel is expected to be generated from the passage. 
A Rayleigh wave is also generated that spreads in a cylindrical wave front from the 
source of impact. 
 
The energy spread from the downward directed impact on a circular footing is 
distributed over the wave propagation modes as shown in Figure 5.4 (b). 67 % of the 
energy is spread in the form of Rayleigh waves, 26 % in the form of S-waves and 
only 7 % in the form of P-waves. The energy spread from the vertical impact of the 
vehicle wheel axis is probably distributed similarly over the propagation modes. 
 
Apart from these waves created by the passage of the vehicle over the obstacle there 
will be other waves generated that cloud the picture. The surrounding traffic and the 
source vehicle itself emit noise from engines and wheels rolling over the pavement. 
 
Because the sensors are located close to the source it is the hypothesis that both the 
impulse onto the ground and the response of the ground is registered. The impulse 
would be represented by the direct P-and S-waves arriving to the sensors, while the 
response is represented by indirect waves, having passed through the surface layers 
and been reflected at a layer interface or at the bedrock. 
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5.2.3 Source-inherent effects 
The vehicle will give rise to unwanted effects in the passage over the obstacle. Its 
suspension will create an oscillating motion that is transmitted to the ground long 
after the time of impact with the ground after the obstacle. 
The time between wheel axes impacts will stimulate a frequency correlating to that 
period. For a boggie of a truck with an axes distance of 1.5 meters travelling at the 
speed of 60 km /h, the time elapsed between wheel impacts will be 0.09 seconds. A 
frequency of around (1/0.09) 11 Hz will then be stimulated by the double impact. 
Another frequency component will be stimulated by the double impact of a single 
wheel axis passing over the obstacle seen in Figure 5.6. That is, the initial impact with 
the obstacle, followed by the landing of the wheel axis on the other side of the 
obstacle. 
For the trailer trucks motions of the vehicle such as pitch or roll rotation of tractor 
and/or trailer can stimulate certain frequencies. 
5.3 Field work 
The field work is carried out along the Pan-American Highway in a jeep provided by 
CIGEO. The work is organized so that the two data acquisition systems are connected 
and ready for use in the rear compartment of the vehicle (Figure 5.8). 
 
 
As the vehicle advances along the route and a site is selected for measurement, only 
the sensors are lowered onto the ground (Figure 5.9). They are carefully levelled and 
arranged for good contact with the ground, and then the obstacle is placed on the road 
Figure 5.8 The equipment ready in the rear compartment of the jeep. 
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in a straight line from the sensors. After that the sensors are triggered manually at the 
passage of a suitable vehicle. Before leaving the site the coordinates are taken with a 
handheld GPS. 
Figure 5.9 The sensors are lowered from the rear compartment of the jeep at the 
arrival at the site. In this picture only the accelerograph has been placed on the 
sidewalk. 
At all sites at least one traffic impulse record simultaneous on both sensors is made, 
and one noise record when no vehicles are passing. At most sites several traffic 
impulse and noise records are collected because of uncertainty as to the quality of the 
records. The simultaneous recordings are synchronized by triggering from both laptop 
keyboards simultaneously. 
5.3.1 Equipment 
The equipment used for this study consists of a road obstacle and two data acquisition 
systems as described in the following sections. 
5.3.1.1 Cable protector road obstacle 
The obstacle used to have passing vehicles generate an impulse is a cable protector of 
the type used in road works. It is sufficiently big to have the wheel axes of the 
vehicles create a distinct impulse, but at the same time sufficiently small to have the 
drivers, in the most cases, go past it without reducing their speed. 
5.3.1.2 Tri-axial accelerograph 
The tri-axial accelerograph is of the type Kinemetrics K2. It is a digital recorder with 
an accelerometer of the type EpiSensor mounted to it. It is connected to a laptop, from 
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which it is operated. It may also be left standing without a computer connection with 
a set trigger threshold for seismic event recording. In this study the possibility to 
manually trigger the accelerograph is wanted, and therefore it is connected to a laptop 
for operation. The most important characteristics of the accelerometer and recorder of 
the K2 are given in Table 5.1. 
Figure 5.10 Cable protector and tri-axial accelerometer in their positions. 
Accelerometer EpiSensor 
 
Sensitivity:  5.0V/g / 0.510 V/m×s-2 
Measurement range:  ±1g 
Output range:  ±2.5 V 
Resonance:  not known 
Dynamic range:  155 dB 
Bandwidth:  less than 5 % error in range DC - 80 Hz 
 
Recorder Kinemetrics K2 
 
Input range:  ±2.5 V 
Sampling rate:  100 - 250 Sa/s (set to 250 Sa/s) 
Dynamic range:  114 dB 
Bandwidth:  DC- 120 Hz 
 
Table 5.1 Some important characteristics of the K2 accelerograph (Kinemetrics). 
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The accelerograph has three axes 
denominated x, y, and z, marked on 
the cover of the accelerograph. In all 
the recordings the x-axis is oriented in 
the direction of the traffic flow, the y-
axis perpendicular to the traffic flow 
and the z-axis vertically (Figure 5.11). 
The accelerograph is carefully 
levelled by means of its three 
adjustable feet and with the aid of a 
spirit level. 
The x-axis is expected to register the 
horizontal S-wave (SHx) originating 
from the travel parallel impulse 
created by the wheel. It cannot 
experience any contribution from the 
Rayleigh wave generated by the 
traffic impulse as it is oriented 
perpendicular to the propagation 
direction of the Rayleigh wave. It may experience noise-inherent Rayleigh waves 
however. 
T d the direct 
P-wave. It m
reflected in the surface layer boundaries. 
The z-axis will register the P-wave, the vertically polarized S-wave (SV) and the 
vertical component of the Rayleigh wave. 
 
As seen the accelerations detected on each axis of the accelerograph is not easily 
isolated as resulting from any particular propagation mode, except for the x-axis 
where the acceleration has to belong to S-waves parallel to the direction of travel 
(SHx). The measured accelerations are best treated without bias simply identifying 
resonances and attenuation regardless of propagation mode. 
 
Normally the data collected with the accelerograph is transferred to the laptop at the 
end of the field work day. 
5.3.1.3 Uni-axial accelerometer-A/D converter data acquisition system 
This data acquisition system consists of a uni-axial accelerometer connected to an 
A/D converter (analogue to digital converter), which in turn is connected to a laptop 
in order to save recorded data.  
03 as 
acquisition system can be seen. 
x
z y
Figure 5.11 Waves spread from the 
impacting vehicle and recorded by the tri-
axial accelerograph.
he y-axis will register the horizontal component of the Rayleigh wave, an
ay also register indirect horizontally polarized shear waves having been 
The data acquisition system has a uni-axial accelerometer of the type PCB 393A
sensor. The accelerometer gives a voltage output signal proportional to the ground
acceleration. This is connected through an amplifier to the Lawson Labs 301 24-bit 
A/D converter, which converts the analogue signal to a digital in order to permit the 
laptop to read the data. In Table 5.2 some of the important characteristics of the data 
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thern parts of the city close to Lake Xolotlán, then turning 
 
 
The measurements are made as close to one another as possible, but not closer than 
50 meters. Along certain segments of the route it is not possible to carry out 
 
Table 5.2 Some important characteristics of the uni-axial accelerometer-A/D converter 
data acquisition system (Piezotronics, 2002). 
5.3.2 Measurement Strategy 
The Pan-American Highway was chosen as the route on which to evaluate the 
Spectrogram Evaluation Technique. It passes through the whole of Managua, first 
from east to west in the nor
south just after the city centre going uphill to the higher ground of south-western
Managua. The route was chosen for several reasons. Most of the heavy traffic passes 
through Managua on this route making it an ideal seismic source. It passes through 
the lowest part of Managua in the vicinity of Lake Xolotlán, were the thickest surface 
layers should be, due to the transportation of sediments by surface runoff (Figure 
5.12). In the fault zones these sediment layers would be expected to be thickest. When 
the route turns south and goes uphill topographic effects can be seen. Furthermore the 
Pan-American Highway passes through the old city centre of Managua and the parts 
of the city that were demolished in the 1972 earthquake. 
 
Figure 5.12 Surface runoff and expected sediment thickness in Managua. 
A03  Accelerometer PCB 393  
 error in range 0.5 - 2000 Hz  
  
  Sensitivity: 1.0 V/g / 0.102 V/ m×s-2 
  Measurement range: ±5g 
  Resonance frequency:  >10 kHz 
  Bandwidth: less than 5%
  
  A/D converter Lawson Labs 301 
  
  Input range: ± 5.0 V 
  Sampling rate:  50 - 1000 Sa/s (set to 500 Sa/s) 
Bandwidth: DC - 0.262 * sampling rate   
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ea  with heavy queuing and resulting low velocities 
d unfavourable noise. Along other segments the impossibility to stop the vehicle 
e asons leave ition. An example of that is in 
n ’ e sy where a gap, which can clearly be seen in the 
ap
 be expected measurements 
re carried out in closer intervals if possible. That is in this case in the vicinity of 
suspected or documented faults, water channels or surface streams. 
5.4 Signal processing 
The collected data is analyzed with the use of Matlab. Mostly the analysis is made 
with respect to frequency content of the recorded ground response signal. 
First in this chapter is a paragraph on the initial organisation of the data necessary for 
further processing. After that the transform of a signal from time to frequency 
domain, which is the basis for all frequency analysis, is shortly described. 
Before moving on to the hazard analysis, a coherence analysis is made between the 
vertical and horizontal components of the accelerograph. Then a cross-correlation 
analysis is made to compare simultaneous recordings from the tri-axial accelerograph 
, which is the
m surements due to traffic lights
an
du  to security re s blanks in the data acquis
fro t of the United States mbas
m , had to be left open (Figure 5.13).  
 
Where abrupt differences in surface layer thickness can
a
 
Figure 5.13 Topographic map of Managua with measurement sites marked as dots. 
and the uni-axial accelerometer. 
Finally in this chapter the theory behind the spectrogram is explained
basis of the time-frequency hazard analysis explained in chapter 5.5. 
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pact of one wheel axis and 
the decaying oscillations experienced by the ground afterwards. The characteristics 
considered when choosing an event is the power of the signal and the amount of 
background noise. An ideal event has so much power as to dwarf sources of noise 
(paragraph 5.2.1). It also needs to have frequency components in a wide spectrum, 
especially in the lower frequencies were an earthquake has its dominating frequency 
content. 
The average of the signal is subtracted from it, in order to remove the DC-component 
and have the signal oscillate around zero volt. The acceleration values given in the 
data files are in volts and have to be scaled according to the sensitivity of the 
accelerometers. The EpiSensor accelerometer of the K2 accelerograph has a 
sensitivity of 5.0 V/g or 0.510 V/m×s-2 (Table 5.1) and the PCB 393A03 uni-axial 
accelerometer has a sensitivity of 1.0 V/g or 0.102 V/ m×s-2 (Table 5.2). 
5.4.2 Transform from time to frequency domain 
The mathematical basis of frequency analysis is the Fourier transform, i.e. the 
transform from time to frequency domain. The following explanation of the theory 
behind the Fourier transform is based on (Randall and Tech, 1987). 
In the Fourier theory a signal is assumed to be composed of a number of sinusoidal 
or, if you wish, cosinusoidal components at various frequencies. Each of them has its 
own amplitude A and initial phase φ.  
5.4.1 Initial data treatment 
Before evaluation events are picked visually from the recorded vehicle passages. First 
the recorded data is sorted and graded according to quality for each site. Then the best 
event in each record is screened by assigning a start sample point and an end sample 
point and applying a hanning window. The event is the im
 
Figure 5.14 Complex representation of a sinusoidal component (Randall and Tech, 
1987). 
 
A sinusoidal component may be represented by two vectors with a real and an 
imaginary part, rotating in contrary directions. Each has the amplitude A/2. One has 
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ates with frequency f, and the other has the initial the initial phase angle φ and rot
phase angle –φ and rotation frequency –f (Figure 5.14).  
 
As the vectors rotate with time the imaginary parts will always cancel out and 
therefore the resultant will always be real. In the real plane the oscillation would look 
like on the left side of Figure 5.14 and have amplitude A. The mathematical identity 
can be written: 
1)2(
)(
2
cos
−=+=
+= −
jandftwhere
eeAA jj
ϕπθ
θ θθ
 (5.10) 
If this function is multiplied by the factor e-j2πft the rotation freezes and the function 
integrates to a finite value. This is the basis of the Fourier transform. 
Let us say that we have a periodic function which according to the Fourier theory is a 
sum of sinusoidal components at equally spaced frequencies kf1 (harmonics) 
 
)()( nTtgtg +=
 (5.11) 
where T is the period and n is any integer. 
 
Then the kth frequency component is given by: 
 
Tfandkffwhere
dtetg
T
fG
T
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k
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2= ∫
−
− π
 
k /111 ==
(5.12) 
 
Because the rotation freezes the component of frequency fk will integrate to a finite 
value. All other frequency components will continue their rotation and integrate to 
zero (Figure 5.15). 
 
Figure 5.15 (a) Because the rotation stops the frequency component integrates to a finite 
alue.  (b) All other frequency components continue their rotation and integrates to zero v
(Randall and Tech, 1987). 
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ly the initial value G(fk) with 
e oppositely rotating unit vector e  we will again obtain the actual position of 
Thus equation (5.12) will extract the frequency component fk from g(t). It also freezes 
the phase angle as that existing at time zero. If we multip
-j2πftth
each vector and return to the signal g(t). 
 
∑∞  (5.13) 
 
In the Fourier transform equation (5.12) an
letting T go to infinity. The spacing between harmonics (1/T) then tends to zero and 
−∞=
=
k
tkfjefGtg
π2
)()( k
d (5.13) is extended to the general case by 
G(f) becomes a continuous function of f. 
 
dtetgfG ftj∫∞
∞−
is known as the fo
 
−= π2)()(  (5.14) 
 
rward Fourier transform and  
dfefGt ftj∫=g ∞
∞−
is the inverse Fourier transform. G(f) is the complex frequency spectrum. 
 
In the case of a sampled signal the 
 
π2)()(  (5.15) 
 
forward transform takes the form: 
∑− −= 1
=
21 N N
knj π
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where N is the number of time samples. The inverse transform takes the form: 
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knj
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π
 (5.17) 
 
This is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). To obtain N frequency components 
from N time samples requires N2 complex multiplications. That is why in for example 
Matlab an algorithm called the “Fast Fourier Transform” or “FFT” which requires 
only N log2N operations is used. It gives the same result. 
In this way one can change between the time domain acceleration signal and the 
frequency domain complex spectrum. 
 
The complex representation of an oscillation with a real and an imaginary part can be 
interpreted as the interaction between potential and kinetic energy in a wave motion. 
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zero) and all energy is in the form of internal 
train energy. 
When no strain energy e
kinetic energy is at its ma
degree of linear dependence between the 
cceleration recorded on each accelerometer axis, as a function of frequency. 
 
First the cross-spectrum
ultiplying the complex spectra of one signal with the conjugate of the other’s. The 
  (5.18) 
 
The cross spectrum from B to A would have the same amplitude, but opposite phase. 
The square of the real part represents potential energy and the square of the imaginary 
part represents kinetic energy. 
When the potential energy is at its maximum at the extremity of an oscillation the 
velocity is zero (i.e. the kinetic energy is 
s
xists at the centre of the oscillation, the velocity and the 
ximum. 
5.4.3 Coherence between vertical and horizontal components 
The coherence analysis is made to create an idea of how the motions detected on the 
axes of the accelerograph are related. 
he coherence gives a measure of the T
a
 of the two signals has to be calculated. It is done by 
m
cross spectrum from A to B is: 
 
)()()( * fBfAfS AB ⋅=
 
The coherence is calculated like: 
 
)()(
)( 2fG
)(2
fGfG
f
BBAA
AB
⋅=   (5.19) 
 
where GAA and GBB is the autospectra of each signal. 
 Matlab the function “mscohere” does the operation described. A coherence of  “1” 
, while 
0” means there is no linear relationship at all. 
 
There are basically fou
signals a(t) and b(t) (Randall and Tech, 1987): 
ncy components leaks into 
ls, where this is in the order of the length of 
record. 
γ
In
means a perfect linear relationship between the two signals at that frequency
“
r reasons to why the coherence may be low between two 
 
1. The presence of uncorrelated noise in a(t) and/or b(t) (Figure 5.16).  
2. Non-linear relationship between a(t) and b(t). 
3. Leakage due to insufficient resolution, and/or wrong choice of window 
function. That is the power from discrete freque
adjacent bands. 
4. Time delay between the signa
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Figure 5.16 The effect of noise on coherence between signals (Randall and Tech, 1987). 
5.4.4 Correlation between sensors 
 68
 used to see how accelerations registered on the 
tes to those registered on the uni-axial 
accelerometer, as a function of time displacement between the two. 
For transient signals the cros
 
The cross-correlation function is
ertical axis of the accelerograph correlav
s-correlation function is defined as: 
∫ += dttbtaRab ))()( ττ  ∞
∞−
( (5.20) 
meter is the same as that recorded on 
0
e sample point. Then 
he isplaced 
with
5.4.
The spe ow the frequency content of a signal changes with time. It is 
pres e
each fre represented on a colour scale. The spectrogram is 
calculated by splitting the signal into overlapping sections with a window function. 
Each window is then Fourier transformed to the frequency domain. This gives the 
short-term frequency content which is taken as representative for an instant in time. It 
 
where τ is the time displacement. 
 the signal recorded on the uni-axial acceleroIf
the vertical axis of the accelerograph, it would be expected that the two signals are 
practically identical. However they will inevitably be displaced by a time τ , as the 
tarting point of the events where not picked at exactly the sams
t cross-correlation of the two would be similar to the autocorrelation, but d
 τ0. 
5 The Spectrogram 
ctrogram shows h
ent d in a diagram with one time axis and one frequency axis. The magnitude of 
quency at each time is 
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is termed Short-Term Fourier Transform (STFT) (Gade and Herlufsen, 1994). The 
principle of applying the short-term Fourier transform is shown in Figure 5.17. 
 
the direct P- and S-wave  
 the spectrogram image. Left will only be 
waves. 
Figure 5.17 The short-time Fourier transform extracts spectral information from the 
signal around time b (Randall and Tech, 1987).
The idea behind analyzing the data with a spectrogram is to clearly see at what 
frequencies the signal remains longest. Such frequencies could be resonance 
frequencies of the surface layers. Another advantage is that the Rayleigh wave and
will pass the sensors quickly after the generated impact, and
their frequency content thus disappears from
the frequency content of standing P- and S- 
 
  
 
Figure 5.18 Top: Spectrogram representation of the ground impulse response from a bus 
at Stortorget in Lund. Bottom: Instant frequency of the same impulse response. 
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cause 
it was known to experience heavy vibrations at the passage of city busses. These 
measurements show a clear resonance frequency around 11 Hz prevailing in the 
spectrogram (Figure 5.18). 
The instant frequency plot in the same figure shows that the frequency content of the 
signal narrows down around the resonance frequency immediately after impact and 
then regains its normal distribution slowly as the impulse response is attenuated. The 
instant frequency is calculated as the angular difference between to successive sample 
points in the signal. This gives the instant angular frequency which is then converted 
to Hz. 
5.4.6 Implications of the short-term Fourier transform 
Screening a signal with the short-term Fourier transform allows us to see the short-
te h 
time. But it also me  the short sampling 
The objective of the data processing is to evaluate the seismic risk along the Pan-
American Highway. This is done by a time-frequency hazard analysis of the site 
response which will be described in the following sections.  
5.5.1 Instantaneous risk 
The earthquake-sensitivity of a site is the result of the combined effect of the 
earthquake input motion, surface layer response and structure response. In other 
words the earthquake signal filtered through surface layers and structure. 
In the time-frequency hazard analysis the characterization of a site is made by 
ng an earthquake signal with a local ground response signal and a building 
sponse signal. This will give an estimate of the combined resultant motion, i.e. the 
site response. 
 
The sensitivity spectrum is the frequency content of the site response in one time 
instant. It is estimated by convolving the measured ground response, i.e. the site 
spectrogram, for a time instant t with an earthquake spectrum and a building response 
spectrum. Convolving signals is the same as multiplying their spectra in the frequency 
domain. 
 
Measurements were carried out at Stortorget in Lund by Rainer Parrales and Peter 
Ulriksen, before the field campaign started in Managua. The spot was chosen be
rm frequency content of the signal, and how the frequency content changes wit
ans a limitation in the low frequencies, due to
period. 
A 1 Hz oscillation has a period of 1 second. It will need at least a one second long 
window in order to be “detected” by the Fourier transform and identified as a 1 Hz 
frequency. Otherwise it will end up as DC. Thus the shorter the window function 
applied in the STFT is, the higher the frequency threshold in the spectrogram will be. 
.5 Time-frequency hazard analysis 5
convolvi
re
S E R B= ⋅ ⋅  (5.21) 
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E  is the earthquake spectrum, S is the sensitivity spectrum, where R  is the ground 
response spectrum and B  is the building response spectrum. The spectra are all 
normalized so that the integral over all frequency components becomes one. The 
ground response spectrogram is normalized so that the integral of frequencies is one 
at impact, and then attenuates. In this way a general measure of site response is 
obtained that is not dependent on the power of the impact measured. 
 
 
The earthquake spectrum is taken from seismograph recordings of the 1972 
earthquake (Figure 5.20), provided by Orlando Hernandez Rubio from the Managua 
Municipality. It is from the main shock recorded at the Esso refinery the 23rd of
∗ ∗
Figure 5.19 Convolving the earthquake spectrum with the site response spectrum and 
the building response spectrum gives us the sensitivity spectrum. 
 
 be seen in Figure 4.2.  
  
December, 06.29 in the morning. Its location can
Figure 5.20 Spectra from the main shock of the earthquake that struck Managua the 23 
December
 
, 1972. Top: the rough Fourier transforms. Below: The smoothened and 
normalized spectra. 
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icrotremors of a two-story brick house in 
Masaya (Figure 5.21), also carried out by 
Orlando Hernandez Rubio (Hernández-
Rubio, 2005). The recordings were done by 
locating external sensors connected to the 
Kinemetrics K2 accelerograph close to the 
ceiling and oriented in the two principal 
directions of the building. A third sensor was 
located in a top corner of the building in 
o
study one 
used when entered into the site response 
al resonance 
frequency of the building. Another less distinct peak is present at 20 Hz. 
 
By taking the integral of the sensitivity spectrum, i.e. the sum of amplitudes over all 
frequencies, a measure of the instantaneous risk is obtained. 
 
The acceleration has been recorded in the directions south, east and downwards. 
When evaluating the vertical site response the accelerogram measuring the downward 
acceleration is used. For horizontal site response evaluation both directions south and 
east are entered into the model in order to see if it results in any differences. 
  
The building response spectrum is taken 
from recordings of the response to 
m
rder to register torsional motion. In this 
of the directional recordings is 
model. The recordings in both directions 
exhibit peaks at the same frequencies. 
The building response spectrum shows a 
distinct peak around the frequency 9 Hz, which is the fundament
( )I A f df= ∫  (5.22) 
 
where A(f) is the amplitude of frequency component f. 
5.5.2 Local risk 
The spectrogram provided by the traffic impulse response approach, convolved for 
each time instant with the earthquake spectrum and the building response spectrum, 
gives the time history of the instantaneous risk. As mentioned in the previous section 
the instantaneous risk is defined as the integral of the sensitivity spectrum. The 
instantaneous risk will then vary over time as the motion is damped (Figure 5.22). 
This can be interpreted as the damping of the total frequency energy content. 
The removal of noise can be done at this stage by simply removing the noise floor left 
where the instantaneous risk curve stabilizes and no more effects from the event can 
be seen. 
Figure 5.21 Response spectrum from 
microtremor recordings in a two-story 
brick building. 
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In an earthquake the motion of the bedrock will continue to pump in energy in the 
surface layers for some time. The damping will then be the factor that determines the 
magnitude of the energy build-up, if there is any. Thus the time-history of the 
instantaneous risk will be a direct measure of the earthquake sensitivity of the site, 
and the area enclosed under the instantaneous risk curve is a measure of the local risk. 
The local risk L is thus defined as: 
 
dt   (5.23) 
 
That is, the double integral of amplitude over frequency and time, or put differently 
the volume enclosed under the convolved spectrogram. 
 
As all the convolved spectra are normalized in this study to have the integral of 
frequencies as one, the local risk will attain a very small value. Therefore the local 
risk is multiplied by a factor of 1000 to give a local risk index. 
 
( )L A f df= ∫∫
1000 ( )Local risk index A f dfdt= × ∫∫  
 
T
site an 
integrated measure of resonance and dam ers. 
his is an index invented for this study but it d  
, as it takes into account both resonance and attenu te. It is 
ping of surface lay
oes justly represent the local risk of a
ation of the si
Figure 5.22 Instantaneous risk curve. 
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.5.3 Constant background removal 
r of effects not inherent in the 
cs are likely to be present. These include effects from the 
vehicle, road fill and background noise. Especially the road fill 
. 
5
In the traffic impulse response measurements a numbe
surface layer characteristi
cable protector, source 
can create characteristic frequencies and resonances that have nothing to do with the 
site response experienced by other structures on the ground. Some of the effects are 
global and can be removed by subtracting the average of all site response spectra 
from the site response spectrum. This would remove background effects that most 
sites have in common. It would also remove effects from geological characteristics 
that the sites have in common, and leaves us with only the site specific effects
 
med
R
S = ∑
N
 
where N is the total number of sites. The site specific response spectra can then be 
written: 
 
 (5.24)  
sitespec medR R S= −   (5.25) 
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it of Managua as seen 
ap in Appendix 1. For the recorded site response of each site an analysis of 
coherence between axes and correlation of he recordings from the two sensors is 
ade. After that an interpretation of the spectrograms regarding resonances and 
6.1 Coherence between the accelerograph axes 
 see to what degree the motions detected 
 
The average coherence between x- and y-axes across all the sites is seen in Figure 6.1. 
On the horizontal axis is the frequency and on the vertical axis the coherence as a 
function of frequency is shown. 
The coherence between the horizontal x- and y-axes is intermediate. This is the result 
of some sites showing high coherence, while others exhibit low to intermediate 
coherence. Several sites exhibit a coherence close to unity over a wide band of 
frequencies as can be seen for example in the plotted coherence of site 37 in Figure 
6.2. Other sites exhibit very low correlation between the x- and y-axis as for example 
site 10 seen in Figure 6.3. 
6 Results 
The measurements carried out along the Pan-American Highway are in all 128 points, 
unning from the eastern city limit to the south-western city limr
in the m
 t
m
damping is attempted. Finally the time-frequency hazard analysis is undertaken in 
order to get an estimate of the earthquake-sensitivity of the site. 
A coherence analysis is performed in order to
by the different axes in the K2 accelerograph are related to one another. The 
coherence tells us to what degree two signals are linearly dependent at each 
frequency.  Thus it clarifies if the acceleration on two axes gives the same 
information, or if they exhibit independent motion characteristics. 
Some of the sites show very high coherence between axes, while others show very 
low coherence. A high coherence means that we will get little extra information from 
the second axis regarding the ground response to impact.  
Figure 6.1 Average coherence between the accelerograph x- and y-axes 
 75
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The coherence between x- and z-axis is of greater interest as it will show the linear 
dependence of vertical to horizontal motion. If the coherence between vertical and 
horizontal acceleration is high it means that an analysis of vertical acceleration on the 
uni-axial accelerometer can be used to estimate also resonances and attenuation in the 
horizontal direction. The average coherence between x- and z-axis is seen in Figure 
6.4. 
 
Figure 6.3 Coherence between x- and y-axis at site 10. 
Figure 6.2 Coherence between x- and y-axis at site 37. 
Figure 6.4 Average coherence between the accelerograph x- and z-axes 
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The average coherence over all sites is again intermediate. However, there are sites 
which exhibit coherence close to unity for a wide band of frequencies, especially up 
to 50 Hz. Again taking the case of site 37 this fact is seen (Figure 6.5). Others exhibit 
low coherence, like site 10 in Figure 6.6.  
 
 
 shows a higher coherence below 50 Hz, which may be due to strong influence 
from surface waves that are detected as well on the y-axis as on the z-axis (see section 
5.3.1.2). 
 
 
The average coherence between y- and z-axis is shown in Figure 6.7. The coherence 
curve
Figure 6.7 Average coherence between the accelerograph y- and z-axes. 
Figure 6.5 Coherence between x- and z-axis at site 37. 
Figure 6.6 Coherence between x- and z-axis at site 10. 
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The intermediate coherence between horizontal and vertical components indicates 
that the vertical and horizontal acceleration is not enough related to perform an 
analysis of them  seen in section 
oned in section 5.3.1.2 the acceleration measured on each axis of the 
accelerograph is not easily linked to a unique propagation mode, and the coherence 
analysis emphasizes that suspicion. The tri-directional information the accelerograph 
provides can be used to create a more complete picture of the ground response. No 
information on the type of waves emitted from the source and measured as impulse 
response can be derived from it by simply looking at the directional acceleration. 
 
Generally it is seen from all the averaged coherence plots that the coherence is 
intermediate. As stated in section 5.4.3 the low coherence between axes that several 
sites exhibit may have many reasons. 
The time displacement between the signals is depreciable as the signals are registered 
at the same time and position, and the start of the screened events has been picked at 
exactly the same sample point. Thus it can not be the reason for a low coherence. The 
resolution sh
Again some sites, like for instance site 37 show high coherence (Figure 6.8), while 
others like site 10 exhibit very low coherence (Figure 6.9). 
Figure 6.9 Coherence between y- and z-axis at site 10. 
Figure 6.8 Coherence between y- and z-axis at site 37 
as representatives of the same vibration response. As
4.3.2 the S-waves and P-waves are expected to experience resonance at different
frequencies due to different propagation velocities. If P- or S-waves can be expected 
to be detected primarily on either one of the three axis, it would not be a good idea to 
treat them as the same response from that point of view either. 
As menti
 
ould be high enough not to create any low coherence due to leakage. 
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nce. 
The uncorrelated noise content of the signals affects the coherence negatively. In this 
case the recordings on all axes are made at the same time and at the same location and 
thus the noise would be expected to be well correlated between the axes. 
The fact that some sites exhibit high coherence while others exhibit low, could mean 
that different kinds of vibrations are generated at different sites. Another probable 
explanation is that the distance to the source influences the coherence. If the sensors 
are located very close to the source the wave field may not yet be developed, and 
exhibit a more chaotic behaviour. This is not to be considered a flaw however, being 
that the most probable seismic source is located in the faults close to Managua. Such 
an earthquake is probable to exhibit a chaotic wave field rather than the developed 
wave field an ear
 
The conclusion has to be that it is not safe to assume similar behaviour from the 
vertical and horizontal motion as the general case. The horizontal and vertical 
acceleration has to be treated as such, and not as different types of wave propagation. 
It should be noted, however, that in many of the measurements coherence close to 
unity between components is observed, in x/y-coherence, x/z-coherence and y/z-
coherence alike. This can be observed for example from the coherence plot from site 
37. 
 
That leaves us with noise interference or nonlinear relation between vertical and 
horizontal motion as possible explanations to the low cohere
thquake in the subduction zone would give rise to. 
Figure 6.10 Response signals registered on x-, y- and z-axis at site 37 and site 10. 
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 an example of high 
ors 
e correlation analysis the signals are displaced one sample at a time with respect 
to one another, and the correlation is checked at each displacement according to 
equation (5.20). Thus the correlation is also used as a way of checking if the events 
picked from the two sensors correspond to one another. If the correlation peak is not 
distinct and unique, it is probable that the same event has not been chosen from the 
two sensors, or that the startpoint and endpoint of the events have been assigned 
differently. 
After having corrected the event picking, the correlation analysis shows an over all 
good correlation between the sensors as seen in for example site 75 in Figure 6.11. 
The ans
It may be the case that in sites with a high noise level relative to the impact, the 
coherence becomes lower. In this section site 37 has been taken as
coherence between the components and site 10 as an example of low coherence. The 
coherence at site 37 and 10 is calculated from the impulse response signals shown in 
Figure 6.10.  
It can be seen from the figures that the response signal of site 10 has less power and is 
also less distinct than the response signal of site 37. In other words it does not succeed 
as well in dwarfing the noise level. The noise after the impact probably comes from 
the vehicle’s engine or suspension system. Worth is also noticing that the peak 
acceleration registered on the z-axis is higher than the one registered on the x-axis 
and y-axis. This is the general case in the recordings. 
6.2 Correlation between the vertical axes of the sens
The correlation analysis is carried out in order to see how well the response signals 
registered by the vertical axes of the two sensors match one another. That is, if the 
vertical axis of the accelerograph records the same motion as the vertical (and only) 
axis of the uni-axial accelerometer. 
The uni-axial accelerometer recordings are down-sampled to half their original 
sample rate, in order to have the same sample rate as the accelerograph, which is 250 
samples per second. 
In th
  autocorrelation of a signal at zero lag is one. Thus a correlation of one me
Figure 6.11 Cross-correlation between response signal of tri-axial accelerograph and 
uni-axial acclerometer 
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tri-axial accelerograph or the uni-axial accelerometer can be used for 
e plots as explained in section 
. It was ances 
 might be 
r the tri-axial accelerograph. The window lengths 
equencies down to 4 Hz can be detected (section 5.4.6). The 
 highest spectral power and dark blue the lowest. 
perfect positive correlation, while a correlation of -1 means perfect negative 
correlation. Zero correlation means there is no correlation at all between the signals. 
With the exception of five sites the max correlation is close to unity in all the sites. 
Therefore the conclusion is that, from the same event, vertical acceleration recorded 
either on the 
further evaluation, without any considerable recorder bias. 
 
6.3 Site spectrograms 
The site impulse responses are now represented as spectrograms to see whether 
resonance frequencies can be seen directly from th
5.4.5 an hypothesis before carrying out the field work that such reson
could be read directly from the spectrogram and even that the damping
estimated with the half-power bandwidth method, or some other method for 
evaluating attenuation described in section 4.2.3.  
A window length of 128 samples is chosen for the uni-axial accelerometer 
measurements and of 64 samples fo
are chosen differently because the uni-axial measurements have double the sample 
rate of the tri-axial measurements. In time this represents a 0.25 second window, 
which means that fr
window length is chosen considering both the lower frequency threshold and the time 
resolution. A 0.25 second window gives a reasonable resolution in time and still the 
lower frequency threshold is most probably below the surface layer resonance peak. 
Most sites exhibit no clear prevailing frequencies. The impact from a truck at site 27 
is taken to represent a typical spectrogram image from a good quality vehicle impact 
(Figure 6.12). The power is represented on a decibel scale of colours, with dark red 
representing
 
 
Figure 6.12 Spectrogram representation of the impulse response measured on the uni-
The impact is distinct and emits ency band all the way down to 
axial accelerometer at site 27. 
 power in a wide frequ
around 5 Hz, but no prevailing frequencies can be seen in the impulse response. 
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Figure 6.13 Top: Acceleration of the impulse response measured on the vertical axis at 
site 28. Middle: Spectrogram representation of the impulse response. Bottom: Instant 
frequencies of the impulse response history. 
Some sites exhibit prevailing frequencies in the spectrogram representation of the 
impulse response, of which site 28 is the one showing the clearest prevailing 
frequency. The recording on the uni-axial accelerometer of a trailer truck impacting
th e 
passage consists of the impa r, then the double impact of 
 
 
e obstacle at site 28 is represented as a spectrogram in Figure 6.13. The vehicl
ct of the first axis of the tracto
the tractor boggie, and finally the boggie of the trailer. It is seen that around 10 Hz the 
impulse response clearly takes much longer time to be attenuated than at other 
frequencies in the impulse response, which implies a resonance frequency there. 
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The instant frequency plot in the same figure shows that the frequency content of the 
signal narrows down around the supposed resonance frequency immediately after 
impact and then regains its normal noise distribution gradually, as the impulse 
response is attenuated. As mentioned in section 5.4.5 on page 68 the instantaneous 
frequency is calculated from the angular difference between two successive sample 
points.  
 
Picking out only the event produced by the tractor boggie of the trailer truck at site 
28, which shows the strongest prevailing frequency in Figure 6.13, the spectrogram 
representation becomes like in Figure 6.14. The time lag between the signal and its 
spectrogram is due to that the frequency content calculated at a window position is 
assigned to the start sample point of the window. This will cause a time lag of 
approximately half a window length. In this figure the slow decay of spectral power 
due to resonance at the frequency 10 Hz is clear. 
 
 
F  
Top m. 
igure 6.14 Spectrogram representation of a single event from site 28 and its aftermath.
: Measured acceleration. Bottom: Spectrogra
The same impulse response measured on the three axes of the accelerograph can be 
seen in Figure 6.15. These show more background noise, due to the accelerograph 
being more sensitive. On both the z-axis and the y-axis the same resonance frequency 
at 10 Hz is evident, although more pronounced on the z-axis. 
The x-axis spectrogram shows less spectral power in the low frequencies and the 
prevailing signal in the area of 10 Hz is not seen (Figure 6.15). This can be seen in 
light of the less powerful signal generally registered on the x-axis. It is probably the 
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case that the dominating frequency power of the impact misses the resonance 
frequency. 
In both the spectrogram obtained from the y-axis acceleration and the x-axis 
acceleration clear bands of ambient noise are present around the frequencies of 50 and 
75 Hz. 
 
Figure 6.15 Spectrogram representation of the impulse response measured on the 
Figure 6.16 show ice the similarity 
g. 
accelerograph at site 28. Top: z-axis. Middle: y-axis. Bottom: z-axis. 
s only the event produced by the tractor boggie. Not
between the recording on the accelerograph z-axis and the recording on the uni-axial 
accelerometer shown in Figure 6.14. This confirms the good correlation between 
sensors found in section 6.2. In this figure it is seen that the 10 Hz resonance shows 
clearest on the z-axis, while it is missing on the x-axis recordin
Other sites that exhibit a prevailing frequency around 10 Hz in the spectrograms, are 
site 87, 99, 115 and 116, although not as clear as is the case of site 28. 
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Figure 6.16 Spectrogram representation of a single event from site 28 recorded on 
accelerograph. Top: z-axis. Middle: y-axis. Bottom: x-axis. 
If w is 
and its af n Figure 
d at 25 Hz before a 
seen in Figure 
5.20). Anyhow the earthquake spectrum is limited at 25 Hz, due to the sample rate at 
e look at the power spectrum over the entire event, i.e. the impact of a wheel ax
termath, the dominant frequencies are perhaps easier identified. I
6.17 the spectral power below 25 Hz of the impulse response at each frequency is 
shown, as we are advancing along the Pan-American Highway. On the horizontal axis 
is the frequency and on the vertical axis is the distance along Pan-American Highway. 
The spectral power of the impulse response is shown on a greyscale where black 
represents most power. The impulse response is low-pass filtere
Welsh spectral estimate is applied. This is to see what peaks are present in the 
frequency area where the earthquake contains considerable power (as 
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50 Hz which gives the Nyquist frequency 25 Hz2. The reason of one site exhibiting 
spectral power above 25 Hz in the figure is due to an error in assigning the sample 
rate of the signal analyzed. 
 
 
Figure 6.17 Normalized spectral power along the Pan-American Highway for vertical 
axis,  y-axis and x-axis. 
It can be seen from the figures that sites with a spectral peak of around 20 Hz 
dominates. Some sites exhibit peaks at lower frequencies down to 10 Hz and even 
lower. Compare this to the resonance frequency at 9 Hz of the building used as an 
example in this study. 
The peaks appearing in these diagrams should not be taken directly as resonance 
frequencies as they reflect the spectral content of the event as a whole, which is 
therefore in part source-inherent. They do however give an idea on what predominant 
frequencies the surface layers along the Pan-American Highway give rise to. 
 
Eve ite 
28 is the clear . This proves 
n if the spectrograms of most sites exhibit no resonances, five sites, of which s
est, show that the impulse response prevails at a frequency
that resonance amplification will appear in the spectrogram. The soils of Managua are 
generally competent and the fact that no prevailing resonances can be seen in most 
spectrograms is probably because none occur. 
 
Nonetheless, in view of the general absence of resonance in the spectrograms, the 
time-frequency hazard analysis has been developed for a non biased evaluation of the 
earthquake-sensitivity of a site. 
                                                     
2 The Nyquist frequency is the upper detectable frequency with no risk of aliasing. For a 
description of aliasing see for example (Randall and Tech, 1997). 
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onses along the Pan-American Highway. The theory 
ehind it is explained in section 5.5. 
First in this chapter is a section showing how resonances and attenuation affects the 
local risk. In section 6.4.2 an estimate of the local risk along the Pan American 
Highway is taken forth. 
6.4.1 Resonance and attenuation 
The time-frequency hazard analysis takes into account both resonance frequencies 
and attenuation of the surface layers, without having to rely on subjective 
interpretation. It measures the decay of the integrated amplitudes over the frequency 
spectra. That is, the attenuation of instantaneous risk for a specific building. As 
explained in section 5.5.1 the instantaneous risk is obtained from the sensitivity 
spectrum which is the convolved earthquake, site response and building spectra. 
As it cannot be determined what wave types are registered on each axis, all of the 
axes are used in the hazard analysis. This will show how the results differ from one 
another. The x-axis in several cases shows bad signal to noise ratio as the 
accelerations registered are generally lower than on the y-axis and z-axis. This is due 
to a less powerful impulse given by the vehicles in that direction, as seen in section 
5.2.2 and 6.1. But the impact generated horizontal shear wave it probably registers is 
interesting and thus an evaluation is attempted anyway. 
 
6.4 Seismic risk zonation along the Pan-American Highway 
In order to evaluate the local risk the time-frequency hazard analysis is applied using 
the measured impulse resp
b
 
Figure 6.18 Attenuation of instantaneous risk estimated from vertical acceleration. 
 
The attenuation of instantaneous risk estimated from the vertical axis is shown in 
a little to the east of the international airport (see 
Appendix 1). The instantaneous risk is shown on a greyscale, where black represents 
high instantaneous risk and white low instantaneous risk. 
Figure 6.18. On the horizontal axis is the distance along the Pan American Highway 
and on the vertical axis is the time elapsed since the impact peak. Km zero is where 
the first measurement site is, 
It can be seen that around km 4 there is a very powerful instantaneous risk that takes a 
long time to die off. This is at site 28 in front of the supermarket “Palí” on carretera 
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 which norte (The part of Pan-American Highway from the city centre and eastwards),
was shown in section 6.3 to have prevailing oscillations around 10 Hz (Figure 6.13). 
Also around km 10 there is an area where the instantaneous risk takes a long time to 
be attenuated. Over all there are very local high instantaneous risks, perhaps in 
connection to water channels and faults. The connection with geomorphology will be 
treated in section 6.5. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.19 Attenuation of instantaneous risk estimated from y-axis and convolved with 
(above) southward earthquake acceleration and (below) eastward earthquake 
acceleration. 
In the horizontal motion there are two earthquake input motions to choose from. The 
horizontal acceleration from the 1972 earthquake was measured in southward and 
eastward directions. In the analysis both are used to provide objectivity in the 
he yresulting hazard estimate. The instantaneous risk attenuation estimated from t
xis from convolving with both southward and eastward earthquake acceleration is 
-
a
shown in Figure 6.19. 
 
As seen the result from convolving with the acceleration measured in the two 
different directions is practically identical. 
This picture shows a different pattern, although the high instantaneous risk with low 
attenuation at km 4 (site 28) remains. It does have a lower attenuation than that 
estimated from the vertical acceleration though. That the instantaneous risk 
attenuation is lower can be seen generally along the route. 
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Another area of high instantaneous risk and low attenuation can be seen from around 
km 9.5 to around km 11, which corresponds to the area where the former city centre 
was located. A zone of high instantaneous risk just after km 19 is present in both 
Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19. 
 
 
Figure 6.20 Attenuation of instantaneous risk estimated from x-axis and convolved with 
The instantaneous risk attenuation e  the x-axis is shown in Figure 6.20. 
 lower the instantaneous risk attenuation is the more probable a 
(above) southward earthquake acceleration and (below) eastward earthquake 
acceleration. 
stimated from
The risk estimated from southward and eastward earthquake motion is practically 
identical, like in the case of the y-axis. 
Again an area of high risk from around km 9.5 to 12, evident also in Figure 6.18 and 
Figure 6.19, can be seen. Another high risk area is present just after km 18. 
 
Resonance causes the instantaneous risk attenuation to be lower, as does a low 
aterial damping. Them
build-up of wave amplitudes is in the case of an earthquake (section 4.3.2). Thus 
resonance in the surface layers in combination with low material damping causes high 
local risk. 
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dt   (6.1) 
 
It is thus the integration of the instantaneous risk attenuation seen in Figure 6.18  to 
Figure 6.20, along the time axis. The local risk index is obtained by multiplying the 
local risk with a factor of 1000 (see section 5.5.2) in order to have figures more easily 
related to. It is a purely relative index of earthquake-sensitivity. The variation in local 
risk along the Pan American Highway, estimated from vertical acceleration is shown 
in Figure 6.21. On the horizontal axis is the distance along the Pan American 
Highway and on the vertical axis the local risk index can be read. 
 
6.4.2 Local risk 
The local risk is here defined as the double integral of amplitude over frequency and 
time: 
 
( )L A f df= ∫∫ 
 
Figure 6.21 Local risk index along Pan American Highway. 
 
Site 28 stands out around km 4 again. Then there is a zone of higher risk around the 
former city centre and another at the end of the route, close to the south western city 
limit. Other than that there are local high risk indices present. 
 
he local risk estimated from the acceleration measured on the y-axis is T shown in 
the values change between high risk indices and low risk indices with an 
area between 10 and 12 km with high local risk. This is in the area of the former city 
centre. 
Figure 6.22. Only the local risk obtained from convolving with the southward 
measured earthquake acceleration is shown, as the one convolved with the eastward 
acceleration is practically identical, which was also seen in Figure 6.19. They can all 
be seen in Appendix 4. 
The local peak of site 28 is again present. Then between km 6 to km 12 passing the 
city centre 
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Figure 6.22 Local risk evaluated from y-axis acceleration, convolved with southward 
measured earthquake acceleration. 
In Figure 6.23 the local risk estimated from the x-axis is shown. Care should be taken 
when interpreting these values as the signals registered are quite weak and the criteria 
of dwarfing ambient noise is poorly fulfilled. The peak present in the vertical axis and 
the y-axis corresponding to site 28 is not present. This was expected as the impulse 
response recorded on the x-axis on site 28 exhibits no prevailing frequencies, contrary 
to the z- and y-axis (Figure 6.16). 
The area of high risk around the city centre is present also here however. At the end 
of the line is another high risk zone which is also seen in all the previous figures.  
 
 
Figure 6.23 Local risk evaluated from x-axis acceleration, convolved with southward 
measured earthquake acceleration. 
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These pictures confirm the image given by the figures of instantaneous risk 
attenuation. There is a couple of very local high risk zones and then two larger high 
risk zones between km 10 to 12 in the city centre, and at the end of the route close to 
the south western city limit from around km 18 to km 20. 
 
A more general estimation of local risk is obtained by averaging the local risk 
obtained from the impulse response measured on the different axes of the 
accelerograph (Figure 6.24). 
 
 
Figure 6.24 Local risk obtained as an average between directionally computed local 
risks. 
Here we see the very local high risk obtained from the impulse response at site 28. 
he city centre between km 10 and 12 is a high risk zone and a segment after kmT
also give high risk indices. Outside these ar
 18 
eas the local risk index varies with some 
very local high risk sites. 
6.5 Correlation between results and geomorphology 
It has been assumed before carrying out the field work that the most earthquake-
sensitive sites is to be found close to Lake Xolotlán, where sediment thickness due to 
surface runoff would be greatest. It has also been a hypothesis that sediments would 
be thickest in the vicinity of faults, and where water flows. The presence of faults and 
water channels is probably related in most cases. 
The local risk estimated from vertical impulse response and plotted as we go along 
the Pan-American Highway can be seen in Figure 6.25. The water channels and 
streams crossing the route are also traced out. 
There seems to be a concurrence in where high risk is found and where water flows 
crosses the route, although the highest peaks are not where water flows are present. 
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Figure 6.25 Local risk estimated from impulse response registered on the vertical axis 
plotted along the Pan-American Highway, with the tracing of water channels and 
streams marked.  
 
Figure 6.26 Local risk estimated from the impulse response registered on the y-axis 
plotted along the Pan-American Highway, with the tracing of water channels and 
streams marked. 
 
In Figure 6.26 the local risk estimated from the impulse response of the horizontal y-
axis is shown. 
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In this picture it is clearer that the peaks in local risk occur where the water flows are. 
Also worth noticing is high local risk in the city centre, close to the waterline of Lake 
Xolotlán. 
 
Figure 6.27 Local risk estimated esponse registered on the y-axis 
plotted along the Pan-American Highway, with the tracing of water channels and 
streams marked. 
The local risk estimated from the measured x-axis acceleration (Figure 6.27) confirms 
the high risk in the city centre, but exhibits a quite different pattern otherwise. Again 
peaks in local risk coincide with water flows. 
It is repeated that the x-axis impulse response shows much weaker accelerations, and 
it is questioned if it fully succeeds in the criteria of dwarfing ambient noise. 
from the impulse r
 
Figure 6.28 Averaged local risk plotted along the Pan-American Highway. 
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 high local risk on the high ground at the end of the route may perhaps be 
explained by the fact that the road area is located in low ground passing between 
crests in the terrain. The surface runoff from the surrounding crests would then be 
concentrated here in its path towards Lake Xolotlán, with thicker sediments as a 
result. 
The average local risk is finally plotted along the route as shown in Figure 6.28. 
Here it becomes evident that the local risk is greater in connection or close to water 
flows. The
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7 Discussion 
7.1 Assessment of the method 
This study has been carried out to test the spectrogram evaluation of the traffic 
impulse response as a fast method of identifying earthquake-sensitive sites. It is 
emphasized that when these sites have been identified, more time-consuming 
techniques should be used for a better evaluation of the soil’s dynamic parameters. 
 
When analyzing the spectrograms only few sites show clear prevailing frequencies. 
The measurements at these sites, in combination with the ones carried out at 
Stortorget in Lund, prove that strong resonances will show in the spectrogram in the 
expected way. 
A key issue is to assure measurements containing a strong impulse with low-
frequency content and little ambient noise present. This is ideally a heavy vehicle 
coming in alone with no traffic around. A trailer truck or, in the case of Managua, a 
city bus loaded with people, provides good impulse characteristics. The single axis of 
the city bus provides a more distinct impact than the boggie of the trailer truck, and 
gives no risk of stimulating any particular frequency.  
An excellent idea, which is attributed to Roger Blándon, is to carry out measurements 
early in the morning (four or five o’clock). At this time the truck drivers have already 
started their working day but few small vehicles 
traffic the streets.  
 
The use of the time-frequency hazard analysis 
results in a measure of local risk which should 
provide a correct estimate. The key issue is 
again that the impulses measured fulfil the 
criteria of dwarfing ambient noise and having 
low-frequency content. It is crucial that the 
impulses recorded all show good quality so that 
the impulse response can be considered non-
biased and does not miss the fundamental 
frequency of the surface layers. 
At several sites in this study it has been 
troublesome to obtain good quality records, due 
to high levels of ambient noise or little heavy 
traffic. This may affect the local risk obtained 
through the time-frequency hazard analysis. 
This leads to a limitation of the technique. It has 
to be carried out along routes with high levels of 
heavy traffic, but with sufficiently low traffic 
levels to allow the vehicles pass at high speed. 
Again the ideal is to carry out the measurements 
 
Figure 7.1 Gate standing tall in the 
1972 earthquake. 
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 the morning hours when these criteria will be fulfilled and little microtremor is 
present. 
ses given by the vehicles have too little frequency content 
that the impulse response measured misses 
ot 
 
e instantaneous risk evaluated from 
the y-axis takes longer time to be attenuated 
vertical axis. The local risk 
from them shows different 
while the x-axis concurs quite well 
y-axis in the local risk indices 
However, the quality of the x-axis 
on records is generally too poor to 
n. 
ilarity in peaks of vertical and y-
eration may suggest that their peak 
tributed mainly to Rayleigh wave 
s is believed to register mainly S-
ntent and its similarity to the risk 
y-axis suggests that the impulse 
ted largely to S-waves. This would 
 
at as to S-wave vertical resonances, 
-axis are t create 
in
 
A concern is that the impul
at low frequencies, and it may be the case 
the dominating frequency content of the earthquake as seen in Figure 5.20. But with 
the layered and rather competent structure of the surface layers it is not probable that 
they exhibit resonance peaks at such low frequencies. Furthermore the two-story 
building that is used as an example in this study exhibits a fundamental resonance 
frequency at 9 Hz. Almost all houses in Managua are single-story, and would n
exhibit resonance peaks any lower than that. The bigger complexes may exhibit 
resonance peaks at lower frequencies. 
 
The accelerations measured on the different 
axes of the tri-axial accelerograph provide
diverse information. The vertical axis and 
the y-axis show similar peaks, but the x-axis 
shows much lower peak acceleration. 
The spectrograms obtained from the vertical 
axis and y-axis are also similar, while the 
ones obtained from the x-axis are much less 
clear. 
When put into the time-frequency hazard 
model th
than the 
obtained 
patterns, 
with the 
obtained. 
accelerati
be relied o
The sim
axis accel
can be at
content. 
The x-axi
wave co
attenuation and local risk estimated from the 
response measured on the y-axis can also be attribu
render the acceleration on the y-axis the candidate for evaluation of shear wave
Figure 7.2 This high-rise building has 
been raged by fire in the 1972 
earthquake. 
resonance. 
This conclusion is further enhanced by the fact th
the vertical axis is less apt as it is probable to 
Vertically polarized S-waves registered on the z
register mainly standing P-waves. 
 direct and do no
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curely fulfil the criteria of ambient noise dwarfing. 
ves propagating in thin media working as wave 
uides. 
 
Another question raised is to whether th
and the ground response or if it is just th
the first peak in the spectrogram can b
impulse, and the decay of it the ground re e 
of the closeness of the sensors to the sour
A way to be sure to register also the unfi
locate another accelerometer inside of 
transfer function could also be determin nvolving the impulse spectrum 
measured by the cable protector mounte
spectrum measured by the tri-axial acce
example the Piezotronics Model 3703G2
for this study could be used for this pur
recorder. 
7.2 Further Studies 
The data collected from the measure
Highway is far from exhausted. In thi
carried out at the same sites as the impu
these can be said to consist of microtrem
to them and another independent estima
s co
e  te
As s ich ty
impact, further investigation is needed. 
resonance in the surface layers. The acceleration registered on the x-axis is simply to 
low to se
 
It is seen from the above that the uni-axial accelerometer alone does not measure the 
complete impulse response. Shear waves are probable to be registered mainly on the 
two horizontal axis, and thus the uni-axial accelerometer will measure mainly 
Rayleigh wave content and P-wave resonances in the surface layers. 
 
A source of uncertainty is the road fill overlying the surface layers. It is possible that 
horizontal Lamb wave resonances can occur in the road body. The lamb wave 
resonances are then incorrectly attributed to the impulse response of the surface 
layers. The lamb waves are surface wa
g
e acceleration measured is both the impulse 
e ground response. It is not known whether 
e considered the frequency content of the 
sponse. It is probable that this is so becaus
ce. 
ltered impulse from the vehicle would be to 
the rubber cable protector. This way the 
ed by deco
d accelerometer from the ground response 
lerograph on the side of the roadway. For 
FD3G tri-axial accelerometer first intended 
pose, if made to work in connection with a 
ments recorded along the Pan-American 
s study the evaluation of noise recordings 
lse response recordings is not done at all. If 
ors the Nakamura Technique can be applied 
te of resonance peaks and amplification of 
mpared to the results from the spectrogram 
sted. 
urface layer is obtained. This can be 
valuation technique and its validity be
een in the discussion on wh pe of waves are emitted from the vehicle 
The type of waves emitted can be looked at by locating an array of geophones at one 
of the measurement sites in straight lines parallel and perpendicular to the direction of 
traffic. Then Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) can be done, and the 
content of different wave types in the impulse response clarified. 
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8 Conclusions 
The conclusions that can be drawn regarding the Spectrogram Evaluation Technique 
are: 
 
• Vehicles used as seismic source need to be heavy in order to create an impact 
with power in the low frequencies. The vehicles should be isolated with no 
other vehicles coming in at the same time in order to create a distinct impact 
that dwarfs the ambient noise. Multiple wheel axes may stimulate a frequency 
with period corresponding to the distance between axes. Using the impact 
from the last wheel axis is preferable, as the whole decay of the signal can be 
recorded and the noise floor, after the signal has died out, can be removed 
from the impulse response. The city busses of Managua meet these criteria 
excellently as they have a single, very heavily loaded, rear axis. Furthermore 
it is recommended to measure the impulse responses early in the morning 
(three, four or five o’clock) as there is a lot of heavy traffic but few smaller 
vehicles and little ambient noise present at these hours. 
 
• If the above criteria are met, strong fundamental resonance peaks will be 
detected by analysing the traffic impulse response with the spectrogram 
method. The measurements on site 28 (Figure 6.13) and on Stortorget in 
Lund (Figure 5.18) proves this. 
 
• A further understanding on the type of waves emitted from the source vehicle 
is needed. This can be investigated by for example placing an L-shaped array 
of geophones and analysing the waves measured with MASW (Multichannel 
Analysis of Surface Waves). 
 
• Tri-axial measurements provide information on the vibration which uni-axial 
measurements do not contain. It is probable that a single vertical 
accelerometer detects mostly P-wave resonances. 
 
Conclusions to be drawn regarding the time-frequency hazard analysis are: 
 
• The time-frequency hazard analysis provides an integrate measure of 
resonances and attenuation, without any subjective interpretation. 
 
• The best estimate on shear wave resonance is probably obtained from the 
horizontal y-axis of the tri-axial accelerograph. 
 
• Special care should be taken as to whether the impulse response measured 
covers the relevant frequency band and do not miss the resonance frequencies 
in the surface layers. The impact measured must contain power at low 
frequencies in order to detect a fundamental resonance frequency. 
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e validated by carrying out microtremor analysis with 
local risk is greatest concur. 
• The method should b
the Nakamura method (or another suitable method) on some of the noise 
recordings that were done at each site, to see if the estimates on where the 
 
 
Figure 8.1 Destruction in the city centre after the 1972 earthquake. 
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Appendix 1: Map over measurement sites 
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Appendix 2: Coordinates of measurement sites 
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Appendix 3: Site records 
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Appendix 3: Site records 
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 Appendix 4.3: Local risk index 
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Appendix 5.2: Local risk maps 
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Appendix 5.3: Local risk maps 
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Appendix 5.4: Local risk maps 
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Appendix 5.5: Local risk maps 
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Appendix 6: Building response spectrum 
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The graph shows building response spectrums obtained from microtremor 
measurements on a two-story brick house in Masaya. 
 
A is the spectrum obtained from the accelerometer mounted in one of the principal 
directions of the house and B is the spectrum obtained from the accelerometer 
mounted in the other direction. 
 
A1 to A6 and B1 to B6 denotes spectrums obtained from six different time segments 
picked from the microtremor recordings. 
 
PROM A is the average spectrum of recordings in direction A and PROM B is the 
average spectrum of direction B. 
 
PROM is the average between direction A and B. 
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Appendix 7: Matlab codes f
 
Run coherence analysis on all sites 
%sitecohe 
epgrad=1;                   %determine the grading of the event to run coherence analysis on at each site 
nrsites=0; 
coord;                                                                         %script that read site coordinates and distances 
first=1; last=length(sites); 
for site=first:last %run through all sites 
    sitenr=sites(site); %fetch site number from site vector 
    
    [uni,tri,unistart,unistop,K2start,K2stop]=search(sitenr,epgrad);                 %find and read datafile 
    C=isempty(tri); 
    if C==0                            %if there is a tri-axial record with event grading 1 run coherence on that 
        co=isnan(K2start); 
        if co==0 
            %code that estimates coherence between axes 
            [Cxy,F1,Cxz,F2,Cyz,F3,xpick,ypick,zpick,N]=K2coherence(sitenr,tri,K2start,K2stop,slope); 
        end; 
    else                                                                                                    %else look for event grading 2 
        epgrad=2; 
        [uni,tri,unistart,unistop,K2start,K2stop]=search(sitenr,epgrad); 
        co=isnan(K2start); 
        if co==0 
            [Cxy,F1,Cxz,F2,Cyz,F3,xpick,ypick,zpick,N,]=K2coherence(sitenr,tri,K2start,K2stop,slope); 
        end; 
        epgrad=1; 
    end; 
    %Add the coherence to the summed coherence 
    if site==first 
        Cxysum=Cxy; 
        Cxzsum=Cxz; 
        Cyzsum=Cyz; 
    else 
        Cxysum=Cxysum+Cxy; 
        Cxzsum=Cxzsum+Cxz; 
        Cyzsum=Cyzsum+Cyz; 
    end; 
    %add coherence to matrix 
    coxy(site,1:length(Cxy))=Cxy; 
    coxz(site,1:length(Cxz))=Cxz; 
    coyz(site,1:length(Cyz))=Cyz; 
    nrsites=nrsites+1; 
end; 
%calculate average coherence 
Cxymed=Cxysum/nrsites; 
Cxzmed=Cxzsum/nrsites; 
Cyzmed=Cyzsum/nrsites; 
 
%plot coherence as a function of frequency and distance along the Pan Am 
imagesc(F1,dist,coxy) 
imagesc(F2,dist,coxz) 
imagesc(F3,dist,coyz) 
 
%plot average coherencies 
figure;plot(F1,Cxymed);title('Average x/y-coherence across all sites'); 
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)'),ylabel('Cxy'); 
figure;plot(F2,Cxzmed);title('Average x/z-coherence across all sites'); 
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)'),ylabel('Cxz'); 
figure;plot(F3,Cyzmed);title('Average y/z-coherence across all sites'); 
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)'),ylabel('Cyz'); 
or coherence and correlation 
Spectrogram Evaluation of Seismic Risk in Managua, Nicaragua 
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Appendix 7: Ma
 
Code that estimates coherence between axes 
function[Cxy,F1,Cxz,F2,Cyz,F3,xpick,ypick,zpick,N]=K2coherence(sitenr,tri,K2start,K2stop,slope); 
 
slope=30;                                                                   %size of start- and endslopes of hanning window  
wind=2*slope; 
startpoint=K2start-slope; 
if startpoint<1 
    startpoint=1; 
end 
N=K2stop-K2start; 
 
headr=[tri '.SHD']; 
xcomp=[tri '.001']; 
ycomp=[tri '.002']; 
zcomp=[tri '.003']; 
 
cd c:\altus\decomposed; 
 
%reading files and removing the dc-component 
[x]=textread(xcomp,'%f',N+wind,'headerlines',startpoint);x=x-mean(x); 
[y]=textread(ycomp,'%f',N+wind,'headerlines',startpoint);y=y-mean(y); 
[z]=textread(zcomp,'%f',N+wind,'headerlines',startpoint);z=z-mean(z); 
 
%Envelope 
xh=hilbert(x);xenv=abs(xh); 
yh=hilbert(y);yenv=abs(yh); 
zh=hilbert(z);zenv=abs(zh); 
 
%finding peak 
[xval,xpeak]=max(xenv); 
[yval,ypeak]=max(yenv); 
[zval,zpeak]=max(zenv); 
firstpeak=min([xpeak,ypeak,zpeak]);%the peak of which component comes first? 
if firstpeak<=slope%slope must enter before the peak 
    slope=firstpeak-1; 
    wind=2*slope; 
end; 
tart=x(firstpeak-slope:firstpeak-1).*w(1:slope);    %applying hanning window to signal 
ope); 
ick=[zstart' z(firstpeak:N)' zend']; 
indow=nfft/10; 
xy,F1]=mscohere(xpick,ypick,window,noverlap,nfft,sr); 
F2]=mscohere(xpick,zpick,window,noverlap,nfft,sr); 
[Cyz,F3]=mscohere(ypick,zpick,window,noverlap,nfft,sr); 
 
tlab codes for coherence and correlation 
 
w=hanning(wind);                      %hanning window 
 
xs
xend=x(N+1:N+slope).*w(slope+1:wind); 
xpick=[xstart' x(firstpeak:N)' xend']; 
 
ystart=y(firstpeak-slope:firstpeak-1).*w(1:sl
end=y(N+1:N+slope).*w(slope+1:wind); y
ypick=[ystart' y(firstpeak:N)' yend']; 
 
zstart=z(firstpeak-slope:firstpeak-1).*w(1:slope); 
end=z(N+1:N+slope).*w(slope+1:wind); z
zp
 
fmax=sr/2;  %nyquist 
fft=1000; n
w
noverlap=window-1; 
 
[C
[Cxz,
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Run correlation analysis for all sites 
lastsite=128; 
]=search(sitenr,epgrad); 
mpty(Libraries); 
top,K2start,K2stop]=search(sitenr,epgrad); 
an(K2start); 
ind]=unicorrpick(uni,unistart,unistop,slope); % code to pick out event for correlation from uni-axial                
slope); %pick out event from K2                
orr(z,vert,sitenr);  % code to crosscorrelate the K2 vertical axis with the uni-axial                    
Appendix 7: Matlab codes for coherence and correlation 
%sitecorr 
firstsite=1; 
epgrad=1;slope=30; 
 
for sitenr=firstsite:lastsite 
    %find and read datafile 
    [uni,tri,unistart,unistop,K2start,K2stop
    %read K2 components 
    A=ise
    B=isempty(tri); 
    if (A | B) 
        epgrad=epgrad+1; 
        [uni,tri,unistart,unis
    end; 
    if (A==0 & B==0)   
            comp=isnan(unistart); 
            co=isn
            if (comp==0 & co==0) 
                [vert,w
                [z,wind,slope]=K2corrpick(tri,vert,K2start,unistart,unistop,
                [c,lags]=crossc
 end; 
        end; 
    end; 
    epgrad=1; 
end; 
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maging spectrogram for K2 recordings 
ni,tri,unistart,unistop,K2start,K2stop,vehstart,vehstop]=search(sitenr,epgrad); 
=sr/2; 
d c:\Uniaxial\uniaxialdata; 
eadev(sitenr,tri,K2start,K2stop,slope);                             %Code for reading K2 events        
yval,zval,xpeak,ypeak,zpeak]=evpick(x,y,z,slope,wind,N); %Code for windowingt K2 events 
calculating spectrogram 
ck,length(xpick),sr,win,win-1); 
req,time]=size(bx); 
sc(ty,fy,log10(abs(by)));axis([0 max(ty) 0 100]);axis xy; 
rizontal motion spectrogram']); 
s(bz)));axis([0 max(tz) 0 100]);axis xy; 
tle(['Site ' int2str(sitenr) ', horizontal motion spectrogram']); 
 for uni-axial recordings 
top,K2start,K2stop]=search(sitenr,epgrad); 
aries); 
 
K2stop]=se
 
start,unistop,sitenr); 
padding at the end of signal 
1); 
g recorded spectrogram 
10(abs(bu)));axis([0 max(tu) 0 100]);axis xy; 
r(sitenr) ', file' uni]); 
Appendix 8: Codes for calculating spectrogram 
I
sitenr=28;epgrad=1;slope=50; 
 
[u
 
wind=2*slope; 
win=128; 
 
sr=250; 
fmax
 
c
 
[x,y,z,N,wind]=K2r
[xpick,ypick,zpick,xval,
 
%
[bx, fx, tx]=specgram(xpi
[f
 
%plotting recorded spectrogram 
figure;imagesc(tx,fx,log10(abs(bx)));axis([0 max(tx) 0 100]);axis xy; 
title(['Site ' int2str(sitenr) ', horizontal motion spectrogram']); 
 
figure;image
title(['Site ' int2str(sitenr) ', ho
 
figure;imagesc(tz,fz,log10(ab
ti
 
 
Imaging spectrogram
first=28;last=first;epgrad=1;slope=30; 
 
for sitenr=first:last 
    [uni,tri,unistart,unis
    B=isempty(Libr
    if B
        epgrad=2; 
        [uni,tri,unistart,unistop,K2start, arch(sitenr,epgrad); 
    end; 
    if B==0 
        wind=2*slope; 
        win=64;sr=500;fmax=sr/2; 
        %Code for reading and windowing uni-axial events
        [sr,vert,val,peak,y,unipick]=unievpick(uni,uni
                
        u=[unipick zeros(1,win)];%zero 
         
        %calculating spectrogram 
        [bu, fu, tu]=specgram(u,2*win,sr,win,win-
        [freq,time]=size(bu); 
 
        %plottin
        figure; 
        imagesc(tu,fu,log
        title(['Site ' int2st
    end; 
    epgrad=1; 
end; 
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ration in all directions 
vert';  siterisks; plotrisks; 
; plotrisks; 
isks; plotrisks; 
motion 
; %name of earthquake file 
%script to create -72 earthquake spectrum 
ng building response spectrum 
%script to read site coordinates and distances between sites 
%scaling distances to km 
000); 
uth'); 
n,'east'); 
n,'vert'); 
e=firstsite:lastsite 
    sitenr=sites(site); %determine the site denomination 
     
    %find and read datafile for that site 
    [uni,tri,unistart,unistop,K2start,K2stop]=search(sitenr,epgrad); %read site data from excel sheet 
     
    A=isempty(Libraries);  %check if there is a uni-axial recording for that event 
    B=isempty(tri);  %check if there is a tri-axial recording for that event 
    if (A==0 & V)    %if there is a uni-axial record and the direction is vertical 
       comp=isnan(unistart); 
       if comp==0    %if there is an event picked 
             
            [sr,vert,val,peak,y,unipick]=unievpick(uni,unistart,unistop,sitenr);    %read Uniaxial event and pick out signal 
                                    
            [sf,H,w]=filtersignal(25,unipick,sr);unipick=sf;  %filter everything above 25 Hz 
                         
            unidown = downsample(unipick,2);srdown=250;  %downsample to tri-axial sample rate 
             
            [Pssnorm,fs,Pss,sval,speak]=pspec(unidown,srdown,direction,30);  %calculate spectrum over entire event 
            
            vsitespec(site,1:length(Pssnorm))=Pssnorm;  %Adding to spectrum matrix 
                        
             
            %convolving all spectra and calculating risk attenuation            
[Avr,Avr1,tu,fu,df,dtu,maxtime,vr,sispec,esispec,esib]=integraldecay(uni,unipick,sitenr,epgrad,e,f,t,espec,fb25,bspec,
dist,site);                                                                         %code for convolving spectra and calculating risk attenuation 
            timeaxes(site,1:length(tu))=tu; 
            timelengths(site)=length(tu); 
            
            riskdecay(site,1:length(Avr))=Avr;  %Adding the horizontal risk attenuation to matrix 
             
            siteindex(site)=sum(Avr).*dtu;  %Adding the vertical local risk to vector 
             
            %calculating convolved power spectrum over whole event 
            conspec=sum(esib,2);             %summing up frequency components over time 
            Pesib=conspec.*conj(conspec);    %power spectrum 
Appendix 9: Code for evaluating seismic risk  
Risk evaluation for earthquake accele
direction='
direction='south'; siterisks
direction='east';  siter
 
Siterisks 
%siterisks 
direction='vert'; %direction of earthquake 
name=['mn05' direction '.txt']
 
EQspec; 
 
building; %script for calculati
 
coord; 
dist=dist/1000; 
riskdecay=zeros(length(sites),1
 
firstsite=1; lastsite=length(sites); 
 
epgrad=1; %event grade to search for 
 
S=strcmp(direction,'so
E=strcmp(directio
V=strcmp(directio
 
for sit
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um matrix 
;     %in lack of epgrad 1 (event grading) for the tri-axial 
d read datafile with epgrad 2 instead 
tri,unistart,unistop,K2start,K2stop]=search(sitenr,epgrad); 
(K2start); 
 
e]=K2readev(sitenr,tri,K2start,K2stop);  %read K2 events 
signal 
l(25,xpick,sr);x=sf; 
n            
x,ty,tz,dtx,dty,dtz]=K2integraldecay(uni,tri,x,y,
ving spectra and calculating risk attenuation 
 time 
         Pxx=xspec.*conj(xspec); %power spectrum 
onents over time 
ng up frequency components over time 
conj(zspec); %power spectrum 
trum over entire event from x-axis 
rm,fs,Pss,sval,speak]=pspec(x,sr,direction,30); 
calculate spectrum over entire event from y-axis 
,Pss,sval,speak]=pspec(y,sr,direction,30); 
atrix 
dding the horizontal risk attenuation to matrix 
um(Ahrx).*dtx;  %Adding the horizontal local risk to vector 
,1:length(Pxx))=Pxx;  %adding power spectrum to spectrum matri x 
yy))=Pyy; 
 risk attenuation to matrix 
))=Ahry; 
eindex(site)=sum(Ahrx).*dtx;   %Adding the horizontal local risk to vector 
          yeasiteindex(site)=sum(Ahry).*dty; 
                                         
        Appendix 9: Code for evaluating seismic risk     
            
sib))=Pesib;  %adding it to spectr           vsitecon(site,1:length(Pe
    end;      
    else                %if there is no uni-axial vertical record take that of the tri-axial 
    if B             %if there is no tri-axial with epgrad 1 either    
           epgrad=2
d an           %fin
        [uni,   
       end; 
       co=isnan
    if  co==0   
            [t,sr,x,y,z,N,wind,slop
             
             [xpick,ypick,zpick,xval,yval,zval,xpeak,ypeak,zpeak,slope]=evpick(x,y,z,slope,wind,N);       %pick out 
             
         %lowpass filter signal at 25 Hz    
            [sf,H,w]=filtersigna
            [sf,H,w]=filtersignal(25,ypick,sr);y=sf; 
signal(25,zpick,sr);z=sf;             [sf,H,w]=filter
                                
            %calculate risk attenuatio
[K2xmaxtime,K2ymaxtime,K2zmaxtime,Avr,Ahrx,Ahry,exb,eyb,ezb,t
e for convolz,sitenr,epgrad,dist,site,sr,e,f,espec,S,E,V,fb25,bspec);   %cod
         K2xtimeaxes(site,1:length(tx))=tx;    
            K2ytimeaxes(site,1:length(ty))=ty; 
            K2xtimelengths(site)=length(tx); 
         K2ytimelengths(site)=length(Libraries);    
             
ent             %calculating convolved power spectrum over whole ev
         xspec=sum(exb,2);       %summing up frequency components over   
   
            yspec=sum(eyb,2);       %summing up frequency comp
er spectrum             Pyy=yspec.*conj(yspec); %pow
          zspec=sum(ezb,2);       %summi  
            Pzz=zspec.*
             
            if (S | E) 
    %calculate spec            
                [Pssno
                %Adding to spectrum matrix 
   xsitespec(site,1:length(Pssnorm))=Pssnorm;              
                %
                [Pssnorm,fs
                %Adding to spectrum m
                ysitespec(site,1:length(Pssnorm))=Pssnorm; 
                if S                     
    xsoriskdecay(site,1:length(Ahrx))=Ahrx;  %A                
                    ysoriskdecay(site,1:length(Ahry))=Ahry; 
                     
                    xsositeindex(site)=s
                    ysositeindex(site)=sum(Ahry).*dty; 
                                        
                  xsositecon(site  
                    ysositecon(site,1:length(P
d;                 en
                if E 
x))=Ahrx;  %Adding the horizontal                    xeariskdecay(site,1:length(Ahr
       yeariskdecay(site,1:length(Ahry             
                  
           xeasit         
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 power spectrum to spectrum matrix 
te spectrum over entire event 
orm,fs,Pss,sval,speak]=pspec(z,sr,direction,30); 
ng to spectrum matrix 
h(Pssnorm))=Pss
risk attenuation f
riskdecay(site,1:length(Avr))=Avr; 
%calculating vertical local risk from K
iteindex(site)=sum(Avr).*dtx; 
          
   %adding power spectrum to spectrum 
n(site,1:length(Pzz))=Pzz; 
ous risk attenuation from uni-axial 
axtime,vr,sispec,esispec,esib]=integraldecay(uni,unipick,sitenr,epgrad,e,f,t,espec,fb2
%window length to apply 
equencies over 25 Hz from spectrogram 
gram so that integrated
e 
malize spectrum 
malized spectrogram 
; 
p);  ctrum 
um 
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                    xeasitecon(site,1:length(Pxx))=Pxx;  %adding
Pyy))=Pyy;                                         yeasitecon(site,1:length(
                end;  
            end;             
         if (A & V)    
                %calcula
Pssn                [
                %Addi
                vsitespec(site,1:lengt norm; 
              %calculating vertical rom K2   
                
              2   
                s
                   
             matrix 
                vsiteco
            end; 
      end;   
        epgrad=1; 
  end;   
end; 
 
Calculating instantane
function[Avr,Avr1,tu,fu,df,dtu,m
5,bspec,dist,site); 
in=128;     w
gain=1; sr=500; 
nfft=2*win; 
 
clear esispec esib; 
 
 fu, tu]=specgram(unipick,nfft,sr,win,win-1);  %calculating spectrogram [bu,
 
maxtime=max(tu); 
dfu=fu(2)-fu(1); 
[m,n]=size(bu); 
 
)-tu(1);   %removing frdtu=tu(2
fulen=ceil(25/dfu+1); 
sispec=bu(1:fulen,1:n); 
fu=fu(1:fulen); 
c); [m,n]=size(sispe
 
m(sispec,1);                         %normalizing spectro  spectrum amplitude is one at impact fsum=su
Au=fsum.*dfu;            %integrated spectrum curv
upeak]=max(Walther et al.);  %finding where it peaks [Auval,A
fact=1/Auval;            %factor to nor
:length(fu),Aupeak:n).*fact;  %norsispec=sispec(1
sispec)[mu,nu]=size(
tu=tu(1:nu); 
 
sispec=interp2(tu',fu,sispec,tu',f);  %interploating so that spectrogram has the same df as earthq. 
spectrum 
 
e(sispec); [k,l]=siz
 
; for p=1:l
    esispec(1:k,p)=espec(1:k).*sispec(1:k, %convolving with earthquake vertical spe
 
end; 
 
 has the same df as building spectrg=1;                                 %interpolating so that convolved spectrogram
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<fb25(1) 
bspec,f); 
1:k).*esispec(1:k,p);   %convolving with building spectrum 
sib);    %real spectrum 
%calculating risk decay 
%remove noise floor 
ngth(Avr))=0; 
lerograph 
x,ty,tz,dtx,dty,dtz]=K2integraldecay(u
ies over 25 Hz from spectrogram 
xlen,1:n); 
trum amplitude is one at 
um(bz25,1); 
 %integrated spectrum curve 
=max(Ax);[Ayval,Aypeak]=max(Field et al.);[Azval,Azpeak]=max(Gazetas);   %finding where it 
to normalize 
ed spectrogram 
siz); 
=tz(1:nz); 
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while f(g)
    g=g+1; 
end; 
f=f(g:length(f)); 
esispec=esispec(g:length(f),1:l); 
bspec=interp1(fb25,
[k,l]=size(esispec); 
maxfreq=max(f); 
 
for p=1:l; 
    esib(1:k,p)=bspec(
 
end; 
 
vr=abs(e
 
df=f(2)-f(1);  
fsum=sum(vr,1); 
Avr1=fsum.*df; 
maxfreq=max(f); 
maxtime=max(tu); 
 
[Avrval,Avrpeak]=max(Avr1);  %cutting the curve before peak 
Avr=Avr1(Avrpeak:length(Avr1)); 
 
[lowest,pt]=min(Avr);  
Avr=Avr1-lowest; 
Avr(pt:le
 
tu=tu(1:length(Avr)); %new time axis 
 
Calculating instantaneous risk attenuation from the K2 acce
function[K2xmaxtime,K2ymaxtime,K2zmaxtime,Avr,Ahrx,Ahry,exb,eyb,ezb,t
ni,tri,x,y,z,sitenr,epgrad,dist,site,sr,e,f,espec,S,E,V,fb25,bspec); 
win=64;%length of STFT window 
 
clear exb eyb ezb ex ey ez; 
 
[bx,fx,tx]=specgram(x,length(x),sr,win,win-1);  %spectrograms 
[by,fy,ty]=specgram(y,length(y),sr,win,win-1); 
[bz,fz,tz]=specgram(z,length(z),sr,win,win-1); 
[m,n]=size(bx); 
K2maxtime=max(tx); 
 
dfx=fx(2)-fx(1);dtx=tx(2)-tx(1);    %removing frequenc
fxlen=ceil(25/dfx+1); 
bx25=bx(1:fxlen,1:n);by25=by(1:fxlen,1:n);bz25=bz(1:f
fx=fx(1:fxlen); 
[m,n]=size(bx25); 
 
%normalizing spectrogram so that integrated spec
%impact 
fxsum=sum(bx25,1);fysum=sum(by25,1);fzsum=s
Ax=fxsum.*dfx;Ay=fysum.*dfx;Az=fzsum.*dfx; 
[Axval,Axpeak]
peaks 
factx=1/Axval;facty=1/Ayval;factz=1/Azval;  %factor spectrum 
six=bx25(1:length(fx),Axpeak:n).*factx;     %normaliz
siy=by25(1:length(fx),Aypeak:n).*facty; 
siz=bz25(1:length(fx),Azpeak:n).*factz; 
[mx,nx]=size(six);[my,ny]=size(siy);[mz,nz]=size(
tx=tx(1:nx);ty=ty(1:ny);tz
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spectrum 
x,six,tx',f); 
,ty',f); 
z,tz',f); 
arts at same 
(1); 
ectrogram has the same df as 
0;exb=0;eyb=0;K2xmaxtime=0;K2ymaxtime=0;dtx=0;dty=0; 
e(siz); 
 for p=1:l; 
ectrum 
p)=bspec(1:k).*ez(1:k,p);%convolving with building spectrum 
 %calculating risk decay 
f); 
(Avr1);  %remove noise floor
max(Avr);  %cutting the curve before peak 
k:length(Avr)); 
        %convolving with horizontal earthquake spectrum 
p);  
(siy); 
ec(1:k).*siy(1:k,p); 
g:length(f),1:o); 
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%interpolating so that spectrogram has the same df as earthq. 
six=interp2(tx',f
siy=interp2(ty',fx,siy
siz=interp2(tz',fx,si
 
%seeing to that convolved spectrogram and building spectrum st
%frequency 
g=1; 
while f(g)<fb25(1) 
    g=g+1; 
end; 
f=f(g:length(f));maxfreq=max(f);df=f(2)-f
 
bspec=interp1(fb25,bspec,f);    %interpolating so that sp
    %building spectrum 
 
if V 
    Ahrx=0;Ahry=
        
    [k,l]=siz
   
        ez(1:k,p)=espec(1:k).*siz(1:k,p);%convolving with vertical earthquake sp
    end; 
    ez=ez(g:length(f),1:l);     
z);     [k,l]=size(e
    
    for p=1:l; 
     ezb(1:k,   
    end; 
 
    vr=abs(ezb);    %real spectrum 
         
    fzsum=sum(vr,1);   
f;     Avr1=fzsum.*d
    maxfreq=max(
         
    [lowest,pt]=min  
    Avr=Avr1-lowest; 
    Avr=Avr(1:pt); 
         
    [Avrval,Avrpeak]=
 Avr=Avr(Avrpea   
    tz=tz(1:length(Avr)); 
z);     K2zmaxtime=max(t
    dtz=tz(2)-tz(1); 
else 
    Avr=0;ezb=0;K2zmaxtime=0;dtz=0; 
     
ix);     [k,l]=size(s
 for p=1:l;     
        ex(1:k,p)=espec(1:k).*six(1:k,
    end; 
 [k,o]=size   
    for p=1:o; 
     ey(1:k,p)=esp   
    end; 
     
 ex=ex(g:length(f),1:l);    
    ey=ey(
         
    [k,l]=size(Libraries); 
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    for p=1:l;          %convolving w
         
k,p)=bspec(1:k).*ex(1:k,p); 
; 
(1:k,p); 
y=abs(eyb); %real spectra 
      
m(hrx,1);fysum=sum(hry,1);  %calculating risk decay 
      
rxval,Ahrxpeak]=max(Ahrx);   %cutting the curve before peak 
 Ahrx=Ahrx(Ahrxpeak:length(Ahrx)); 
eak]=max(Ahry); 
 Ahry=Ahry(Ahrypeak:length(Ahry)); 
n(Ahrx); 
estx;              %removing noise floor 
t); 
(Ahry); 
 Ahry=Ahry-lowesty; 
 tx=tx(1:length(Ahrx));          %new time axes 
; 
 dty=ty(2)-ty(1); 
ibraries); 
nd; 
ith building spectrum 
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        exb(1:
    end
    [k,o]=size(ey); 
    for p=1:o; 
        eyb(1:k,p)=bspec(1:k).*ey
    end; 
    hrx=abs(exb);hr
   
    fxsum=su
    Ahrx=fxsum.*df;Ahry=fysum.*df; 
   
    [Ah
   
    [Ahryval,Ahryp
   
        
    [lowestx,pt]=mi
    Ahrx=Ahrx-low
    Ahrx=Ahrx(1:p
    [lowesty,pt]=min
   
    Ahry=Ahry(1:pt); 
         
   
    dtx=tx(2)-tx(1); 
    K2xmaxtime=max(tx); 
    ty=ty(1:length(Ahry))
   
    K2ymaxtime=max(L
e
